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Abstract
A comprehensive analysis of the Interface-Enriched General Finite Element Method (IGFEM) using a mod-
ified trilinear cohesive law was performed to validate the model against experimental results showing good
agreement in both initial composite stiffness and against strain measurements of the onset of transverse
cracking performed on a [0/90/0]T carbon/glass-epoxy laminate. Furthermore, a large dataset of realis-
tic virtual microstructures is created from optical images of test specimens and was simulated to study
the effects of microstrucutural geometric characteristics on the onset of initial cracking. Finally, a linear
IGFEM formulation was implemented in the commercial finite element analysis package Abaqus CAETM
through the use of common linear four-node tetrahedral elements and the User Element Library API. This
implementation was verified against analytical and conforming mesh solutions.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
The aerospace industry, as well as many other high-performance engineering industries, heavily rely on
lightweight and high-strength materials. Composite materials, and in particular, carbon fiber reinforced
plastics (CFRP), surpass the mass-normalized properties of other common aerospace-grade materials such
as high-strength stainless steel alloys or 7XXX-series aluminum alloys. Various forms of CFRP’s exist but
unidirectional preimpregnated composites are very common due to their ability to optimize to critical load
paths, as well as to control the optimal fiber volume fraction.
These composite materials are typically laminated with the majority of the plies being aligned with the
critical load paths. However, transverse plies, perpendicular to the primary load paths, are needed to pro-
vide stiffness and strength under multi-axial or unexpected loading conditions. These unidirectional plies
typically have a relatively low transverse strength [1]. Transverse cracking in these plies results in degraded
material properties and often leads to further degradation of the laminate, such as induced delamination
between plies and fiber breakage [2]. Characterizing and modeling the transverse failure of composites is
complicated by the variability present not only in the material microstructure (i.e., the fiber size distribution
and placement), but also in the local constitutive and failure properties of the constituents. The interac-
tion between failure mechanisms, such as fiber/matrix interface debonding and matrix cracking, further
complicates the prediction of the transverse strength of the composite laminate [1].
Multiple analytical and numerical models have been developed over the past few decades to predict
transverse cracking in composite laminates. In analytical models, it is often assumed that sequential cracks
occur midway between existing cracks [3, 4], while numerical models, which tend to rely on periodic boundary
conditions, simulate only a small portion of the experimental microstructure [5, 6, 7] and/or assume a
uniform, structured packing [8, 9]. However, there is an increasing need to model larger, more realistic
composite microstructures, as complex interactions between phases result in effective properties that are
highly dependent on properties of the microstructure [10].
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In unidirectional composites with a high fiber volume fraction under transverse tensile loading, failure
typically occurs at the interfaces between the fibers and the matrix [1]. One of the most successful numerical
methods used to capture this type of failure relies on a cohesive failure law relating the cohesive traction to
the displacement jump along the fiber/matrix interfaces [11, 12]. This approach was also the basis of the
present study, which relies on a nonlinear, discontinuous extension of a recently introduced Interface-enriched
Generalized Finite Element Method (IGFEM) [13, 14] that allows for the modeling of transverse failure in
realistic virtual composite microstructures with thousands of fibers discretized with non-conforming finite
element meshes. Beyond the development of this special form of the IGFEM, a key goal of this work was
to compute the sensitivity of the transverse failure response of the transverse ply to the cohesive properties
of the fiber/matrix interface while also investigating trends that that link microstructural properties to
failure strains. To that effect, this work presents an analytic material sensitivity formulation based on the
direct differentiation method and implements it in the nonlinear, cohesive IGFEM solver. Related work on
IGFEM-based sensitivity analysis in the context of multi-scale material design can be found in [15] and [16].
This thesis is organized as follows: in Section 1.2, the material system of interest and experimental
observations are presented. Next, Chapter 2 summarizes the computational method used to simulate the
initiation and propagation of the transverse cracks. Section 3.1 describes the sensitivity analysis adopted in
this work to capture the dependence of the transverse failure response of the transverse ply on the cohesive
failure properties of the fiber/matrix interfaces. The sensitivity formulations are verified against finite
difference approximations in Section 3.2, while Section 3.3 summarizes the results of a sensitivity analysis
performed on a virtual composite laminate composed of hundreds of fibers. In Section 4, an in-depth analysis
on a large dataset of simulated realistic microstructures was performed to extract for trends that commonly
characterize the microstructure. Finally, Section 5 describes the implementation of the IGFEM within the
commercial finite element analysis framework of AbaqusTM.
1.2 Experimental Observations
The material system of interest is a [0/90/0]T composite laminate (Figure 1.1). The 90◦ ply is made of
AS4 carbon fibers (Hexcel Corporation, Stamford, CT) embedded in an Araldite/Aradur 8605 epoxy system,
while the 0◦ plies, which serve as barriers to the transverse cracks propagating in the 90◦ ply, consists of
glass fibers (PPG industries, Pittsburgh, PA) in the same epoxy matrix. Glass fibers are used in the top
and bottom layers to allow for the initiation of transverse cracks in the carbon/epoxy ply at lower loads.
The manufacturing of the composite specimen involves using an in-house pre-impregnator to create pre-preg
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plies from a carbon fiber or glass fiber spool. The composites are consolidated under vacuum bag pressure
and temperature according to manufacturer recommended cure cycle. The composite panels are then cut
into rectangular coupons.
Figure 1.1: Left: Optical image of the [0/90/0]T composite laminate used in the transverse failure exper-
iments. The 0◦ plies are glass/epoxy while the 90◦ ply consists of carbon fibers embedded in the epoxy
matrix. Right: Representative image of a transverse crack spanning the 90◦ ply. The crack path was iden-
tified visually after unloading by the introduction of a fluorescent penetrant while the specimen is under
loading. As apparent from this optical image, the transverse crack extends primarily along fiber/matrix
interfaces. Microscopic images are courtesy of Chris Montgomery.
The composite samples have a 0.7 mm thick and 2 mm wide cross-section, and gauge length of 25
mm. The composite specimens were subjected to quasi-static longitudinal tension at a displacement rate of
5 µm/sec (SEMtester, MTI Instruments, Albany, NY). A custom LabVIEW virtual instrument was used
to record load and displacement data. Samples were loaded under an optical microscope (DMR-R, Leica
Microsystems, Buffalo Grove, IL) to record failure mechanisms in the transverse ply optically during the
test.
The main failure mechanisms for the transverse ply in this composite system are fiber/matrix debonding
and matrix cracking (Figure 1.2), and a typical transverse crack from these experiments is shown in Fig-
ure 1.1. A detailed analysis of the fracture surface indicates that transverse cracks predominantly (in excess
of 95% of the crack path) extend along the fiber/matrix interfaces, in agreement with results reported in
[17, 18]. This observation motivates the emphasis placed in this computational work on the cohesive mod-
eling of the fiber/matrix interface failure, as described in Chapter 2. Furthermore, additional motivation
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for this work comes from interface failure occurring in loading modes that are different from simple tension,
such as shear failure due to compressive loading.
Figure 1.2: Progressive crack formation along interface boundaries in a transverse composite. Taken from
[1] pg. 112.
Figure 1.3: Shear failure showing primarily interface debonding due to compressive loading. Taken from [1]
pg. 112.
Small windows of the 90◦ ply were imaged using a Leica DMR optical microscope with 50X objective to
capture the microstructure with enough resolution (9.3 pixels/µm) to make morphological reconstruction
possible. Otsu’s method for thresholding [19] was used to reduce the image to a binary representation. This
method computes an optimum threshold intensity level to separate the pixels in the image into two pixel
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classes following a bi-modal histogram to minimize intra-class variance. Computing a single global threshold
value may not be appropriate in large images due to non-uniform contrast across the image, which makes
it difficult to classify pixels as foreground or background based on pixel intensity [20]. For this reason, local
threshold intensity values were used to threshold smaller portions of the microstructure.
The reconstruction of the microstructure used Generalized Hough transforms, which have been adopted
by multiple previous studies to find geometric parameters describing instances of geometric shapes [21, 22].
A circular Hough transform was adopted to identify individual fibers in the experimental micrographs [23],
as illustrated in Figure 1.4(a). To avoid the stress singularity associated with direct fiber-fiber contact, a
one-pixel minimum spacing between fibers is enforced, which is of the order of 100 nm (or about 1/70 of a
typical fiber diameter) for the image presented.
Figure 1.4: Reconstruction of fiber placement in the 90◦ ply.
The microstructure from Figure 1.4b, which was used in the simulations presented in Chapter 2, is
composed of 751 fibers and has a fiber volume fraction of 55%. The fiber radius distribution is shown
in Figure 1.5(a), while the nearest-neighbor distance distribution is presented in Figure 1.5(b), with the
majority of fibers having a nearest neighbor closer than 135 nm.
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Figure 1.5: (a) Fiber radius and (b) nearest-neighbor distance distributions of the reconstructed composite
microstructure taken from Figure 1.4(b).
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Chapter 2
IGFEM Modeling
To simulate the initiation and propagation of transverse cracks in the 90◦ ply, a plane strain finite element
model is constructed directly from the reconstructed microstructure. As indicated earlier, the transverse
cracks predominantly extend along the fiber/matrix interfaces, thereby motivating the use of a cohesive
failure law to describe the progressive failure of the fiber/matrix interfaces.
One of the key challenges in modeling transverse failure in composite plies with high fiber volume fractions
is associated with the very small distance between adjacent fibers. Using a conventional finite element
method that relies on elements that conform to the fiber/matrix interfaces leads to extremely fine meshes,
and therefore prohibitively expensive models. To address this challenge, which has limited most existing
numerical analyses to small computational domains and/or unrealistically low fiber volume fractions, a
special form of a recently introduced IGFEM was adopted. This allows for the modeling of non-conforming
elements containing multiple cohesive interfaces. Details on the numerical method adopted in this study
are provided hereafter, together with the results of a typical mesoscale analysis of transverse failure in the
[0/90/0]T laminate described in Chapter 1.
2.1 Cohesive Zone Model
A cohesive law defines the characteristic traction-separation response along an interface. Initially, a
exponential cohesive law proposed by Ortiz and Pandolfi, and illustrated in Figure 2.1 [24], was used for the
IGFEM modeling of transverse composite failure. This model was favorable due to the simplicity of having
a single equation that describes the cohesive traction-separation curve for an interface. Furthermore, the
simplicity of this cohesive law comes from having only a few parameters to describe the law, in particular
the critical cohesive stress, σc, which defines the maximum traction allowed along the interface, as well as
the critical opening displacement, δc, which is the corresponding separation at the critical cohesive stress.
The exponential cohesive formulation, though, proves to be inadequate for the modeling of carbon-epoxy
composite for two reasons. The first one is that, to model the stiff elastic response prior to failure of
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a carbon-epoxy laminate a high initial cohesive stiffness, which is the slope initial slope of the traction-
separation curve, is required. While this is allowed by the exponential formulation of the Ortiz-Pandolfi
cohesive law, this leads to computation difficulties that arise from the sharp peak of the traction-separation
curve. Furthermore, the requirement of a high initial cohesive stiffness leads to the second shortcoming of
this cohesive law. For carbon-epoxy composite failure, a relatively high cohesive fracture toughness, which
is defined by the area under the traction-separation curve, is required. Under the exponential formulation,
a high initial stiffness leads to a sharp peak of the traction separation curve and thus leads to a cohesive
fracture toughness that is unable to capture the transverse failure response of carbon-epoxy laminates.
Figure 2.1: Ortiz-Pandolfi exponential cohesive law with loading and unloading paths. Labels correspond
to parameters that define the cohesive law.
To be able to control both the initial cohesive stiffness and fracture toughness of the fiber/matrix interface,
the modified trilinear traction-separation law of Scheider et al. was adopted [25]. Five material properties
characterize the cohesive response: the cohesive strength (σc), the three characteristic opening displacements
(δc1, δc2, and δc3), and the ratio between shear and normal critical tractions (β). Defining the scalar effective
displacement jump δ by
δ =
√
β2 δ2s + δ2n, (2.1)
where δs and δn are the shear and normal components of the displacement jump vector (δ), the cohesive
law takes the form
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t = t
δ
[β2 δ + (1− β2)(δ · n)n], (2.2)
where the scalar effective traction is defined piecewise as
t(δ) = σc

2( δδc1 )− ( δδc1 )
2 if 0 ≤ δ < δc1,
1 if δc1 ≤ δ < δc2,
2( δ−δc2δc3−δc2 )
3 − 3( δ−δc2δc3−δc2 )
2 if δc2 ≤ δ < δc3,
0 if δ ≥ δc3.
(2.3)
For unloading, when δ ≤ δmax, a linear cohesive relation is adopted:
t = δ
δmax
t∗, (2.4)
where t∗ = t(δmax).
Figure 2.2: Modified trilinear cohesive law corresponding to σc = 50MPa, δc1 = 1nm, δc2 = 4nm, and
δc3 = 8nm. The area under the curve denotes the cohesive fracture toughness Gc of the fiber/matrix
interface.
As shown in Figure 2.2, the nonlinear relations in the first and third segments of the cohesive law are
introduced to ensure the C1 continuity of the traction-separation law. The area under the traction-separation
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law, which denotes the cohesive fracture toughness, Gc, of the interface, is given by
Gc =
σc
2 (δc2 − δc1 + δc3) (2.5)
and
Gc = σc(
δc2
2 +
δc3
2 −
δc1
3 ) (2.6)
for the original and modified trilinear cohesive laws, respectively. The cohesive-fracture toughness between
the original trilinear law [25] and the modified trilinear law results in similar values as indicated in Table
2.1.
Table 2.1: Comparison of original and modified cohesive law for cohesive fracture toughness.
Cohesive Parameters σc = 50 MPa, δc1 = 1 nm, δc2 = 4 nm,
δc3 = 8 nm, β = 1
Original Trilinear Cohesive Law Gc = 275.0 MPa− nm
Modified Cohesive Law Gc = 283.3 MPa− nm
The cohesive stiffness, kc, which is the initial slope of the cohesive law, describes the initial stiffness of
the cohesive interface prior to the initiation of failure (i.e. for δ < δc1) and is given by
kc =
2σc
δc1
. (2.7)
A parametric study was conducted to show the effect of varying the first characteristic cohesive separation
value, δc1, on the overall elastic modulus of the composite for a single 90-degree ply. The values for δc2,
δc3, and σc were set to 25nm, 50nm, and 50MPa, respectively. The values of δc1 and δc2 are higher than
those typically used in the remainder of work and are chosen to ensure that the results ensure that interface
separation does not lead to premature failure. The results, presented in Figure 2.3 show that, as the value the
value of δc1 decreases, the effective composite modulus with cohesive interface converges to the theoretical
Halpin-Tsai estimate of the elastic modulus of a composite for equivalent fiber volume fraction.
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Figure 2.3: Parametric study of varying values of δc1 on the response over the overall composite modulus.
The theoretical limit is calculated from the Halpin-Tsai relations for composite modulus of a system with
equivalent fiber volume fraction.
Unfortunately, as δc1 decreases to very small distances, numerical and convergence issues arise in the
IGFEM solver. This issue is due to the very high initial stiffness requiring very small time steps that
make the problem computationally intractable. A compromise is made between being able to capture the
initial elastic stiffness of a composite laminate and computation time, thus a value of 1nm is chosen for our
particular material system. A more detailed investigation of the impact of the cohesive law on the predicted
initial elastic stiffness of a the composite laminate is presented in Section 2.5.
2.2 Interface-enriched Generalized Finite Element Method
(IGFEM)
One of the key challenges in the modeling of transverse failure in composite layers with high fiber volume
fraction is associated with the very small distance separating adjacent fibers. To address this challenge, and
to allow for the simulation of transverse failure in realistic virtual models of a composite layer consisting of
hundreds of closely packed fibers, a special form of Interface-enriched Generalized Finite Element Method
(IGFEM) was used. The method was originally introduced in [13, 14] to simulate the thermal and structural
response of heterogeneous materials with meshes that do not conform to the material interfaces by using
enrichment functions and generalized degrees of freedom that allow for capturing the gradient discontinuity
present across these material interfaces.
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For the present application, the method was modified in two ways. Firstly, while the traditional IGFEM
utilizes C0 enrichment functions to capture the gradient discontinuity of the solution across “intact” material
interfaces, the method was extended hereafter to use C−1 enrichment functions to capture the discontinuity
in the displacement solution field associated with the cohesive failure of the fiber/matrix interfaces [26]. In
this discontinuous extension of the IGFEM, two enrichment nodes are placed at every intersection of the
material interface with an element edge. Generalized degrees of freedom are then associated with the original
enrichment node and its “mirror” node, allowing for the introduction of a cohesive failure model used to
describe their progressive normal and tangential separations.
Beyond the ability to model cohesive failure with non-conforming discontinuous elements, the second
modification to the conventional IGFEM used in this study consists of the introduction of enriched elements
with two cohesive interfaces, allowing for the modeling of the potential failure of two adjacent fiber/matrix
interfaces with elements that span the very small distance between them [27].
The remainder of the implementation of the nonlinear IGFEM solver, which was created by David
Brandyberry, is relatively conventional and consists of a Newton-Raphson scheme with adaptive load step-
ping, and a parallel C++ framework using the Message Passing Interface (MPI). PETSc [28] is used to solve
the linearized system of equations using Krylov subspace methods.
Finally, a numerical damping scheme [29] was used to stabilize the solution and is formulated as follows:
t = f(σc, δc1, δc2, δc3) + ξ
σc
δc1
dδ
dt
, (2.8)
where the first term on the right-hand-side denotes the modified trilinear cohesive model described in Fig-
ure 2.2, while the second is a rate-dependent term scaled by a non-dimensional parameter ξ and a normal-
ization parameter. To minimize the impact of the numerical damping term on the solution, an adaptive
scheme was adopted in which the damping parameter is progressively increased when the solver reaches a
minimum allowable time increment. This increases the damping parameter to the point where the solution
is stabilized and decreased thereafter.
To verify that the addition of artificial damping does not affect the predicted value of the initial composite
stiffness, as well as the onset of initial failure and subsequent failure response of the traverse ply, a parametric
study was performed on various static non-adaptive values of the damping coefficient ξ. The results are
presented in Figure 2.4, which shows that varying damping coefficient over the [10−6, 10−2] range does not
significantly impact the effective composite modulus. Failure response, on the other hand, is significantly
impacted for both the strain at failure, as well as the rate at which the crack forms. For small values of the
damping coefficient, the solution is able to capture a sharp crack propagating through the transverse ply
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but with the downside that this leads to small time steps in the adaptive time stepping scheme. For large
values of ξ, the solution diverges significantly and the crack that forms through the transverse ply progresses
slowly and over a large strain range, in a manner not representative of experimental results. This study was
used to set the upper and lower bounds of the adaptive damping scheme, and enabled the ability to solve
large non-linear fracture problems in the transverse ply in realistic computation time without significantly
affecting the failure response. A more detailed investigation of the composite fracture response is provided
in Section 2.5, where simulation results for a variety of microstructures are compared against experimental
data.
Figure 2.4: Effect of varying the damping coefficient ξ on the predicted transverse stress-strain response of
the composite with details on the failure response.
2.3 Mesoscale Simulations
The in-plane properties of the various constituent phases are summarized in Table 2.2. The cohesive
properties used to model the failure of the fiber/epoxy matrix interfaces were derived from a numerical
analysis of microbond experiments [30]. The homogenized properties used in the 0◦ plies were obtained
using the classical Halpin-Tsai relations [1, 31], with a fiber volume fraction of 69% in these 0◦ plies. This
fiber volume fraction was extracted by the same optical reconstruction process used for the microstructure
creation. Additionally, the properties of the glass fiber plies were verified against macro-scale stress-strain
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curves from experiments performed by Chris Montgomery (Figure 2.5). These experiments were used to
ensure that the material allowables do not vary significantly due to manufacturing inconsistencies.
Table 2.2: Material properties used in the mesoscale simulations.
Carbon fibers E = 19.5 GPa, ν = 0.45
Epoxy matrix E = 2.38 GPa, ν = 0.43
Cohesive parameters σc = 50 MPa, δc1 = 1 nm, δc2 = 4 nm,
δc3 = 8 nm, β = 1
0◦ glass-epoxy plies E1 = 49.2 GPa, E2 = 7.21 GPa, ν12 = 0.298,
G12 = 3.96 GPa, G23 = 2.08 GPa
Figure 2.5: Experimental stress-strain curve for a series of six glass fiber plies loaded in uniaxial tension that
were used to derive the tensile modulus. Data courtesy of Chris Montgomery [32].
In the IGFEM solver, the laminate is modified to reduce the size of the bounding plies since the 0◦ do not
include non-linear cohesive interfaces and are modeled with standard linear elastic elements. A parametric
study was performed on various sizes of 0◦ plies to see the effects on the initial composite modulus and
failure response. The results of the parametric study are presented in Figure 2.6.
The initial composite modulus was significantly affected by the reduction of the size of the bounding
plies, as would be expected as the amount of material is reduced. This effect can be easily mitigated by a
linear scaling correlation of the reduction of the composite modulus to the reduction of the bounding plies.
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The failure response was not significantly affected, and this led to drastically reduced computation time
due to the domain having the same individual element size but having an overall lower number of elements.
Furthermore, the bounding plies of a non-zero thickness were included in the domain, to arrest the resulting
transverse crack the forms, preventing numerical or convergence issues after the first major fracture event.
Figure 2.6: Parametric study of bounding ply thickness compared to stress-strain response of a composite
laminate. As expected, the thickness of the 0◦ plies affects the effective transverse stiffness of the composite
laminate. The dotted blue line at a strain of 0.58% shows that fractures occurs at similar points regardless
of bounding ply thickness.
The mesoscale computational model, created from the reconstructed microstructure shown previously
in Figure 1.4(b), is presented schematically in Figure 2.7 along with a zoomed view of the non-conforming
IGFEM mesh. The model, which spans the entire thickness of the 90◦ ply, contains 751 fibers. For this
particular microstructure a histogram and Gaussian fit for the radius, as well as a histogram and Weibull
fit for the Nearest-Neighbor Distance (NND) distribution, were created and shown in Figure 2.8. The width
(L1) is approximately 325 µm, the height of the 90◦ ply (H2) is 162 µm and each of the 0◦ plies (H1) has a
height of 28 µm. The non-conforming triangular elements intersected by the fiber/matrix interfaces contain
one or two cohesive interfaces. The remaining bulk elements were conventional 3-node linear triangular
elements. This IGFEM computational model was made of 512, 025 elements, 321, 975 nodes, and 643, 950
degrees of freedom.
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Figure 2.7: (Left) Schematic of mesoscale computational model used to simulate the transverse failure of
the reconstructed microstructure shown in Figure 1.4b, with (right) details of the IGFEM mesh consisting
of non-conforming triangular elements. Cohesive interfaces were placed along each fiber/matrix interface.
Figure 2.8: Histogram and statistical fit for the (a) fiber radius distribution and the (b) nearest-neighbor
distance distribution.
The IGFEM preprocessor is able to handle a variety of inclusion types ranging from circular to ellipsoid,
as well as a variety of 3D primitive shapes and computer generated CAD files. For the scope of this thesis
project, the inclusion type was limited to circular as we are investigating the cross-section of a transversely-
loaded composite. Previous work has been preformed to generate realistic microstructures through a method
of simulated annealing to be able to match microstrucutural statistics, such as fiber radius distribution, fiber
volume fraction, and the nearest-neighbor distribution [27]. Due to recent advances in optical imaging
and digital reconstruction, this work focuses on simulated microstructures that were created directly from
experimental specimens. Imaging and size constraints limit the extracted microstructures to section of about
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3mm, which results in roughly 6000 total fibers. These sections were then further reduced in size to provide
a more computationally tractable solution. Additional details are provided in Section 2.5 while a general
work flow for the IGFEM process is shown in Figure 2.9.
Figure 2.9: General work flow for the IGFEM process begins with (a) optical imaging of the experimental
specimen. (b) These sections are then processed to remove artifacts such as ghost and overlapping fibers
and are then (c) submitted to the IGFEM solver for simulation.
A typical mesoscale simulation is presented in Figure 2.10. Under the effect of a 0.43% transverse strain,
a complex heterogeneous stress state and transverse cracking pattern develop in the composite laminate,
as illustrated in Figure 2.10(a), in which the deformations have been scaled by a factor of five. The figure
clearly shows a distinct transverse crack consisting of failed cohesive interfaces that span the 90◦ ply. Due
to stiffness of the 0◦ plies, the corresponding evolution of the transverse stress (Figure 2.10(b)), computed
from the reaction forces along the right edge of the computational domain, remained almost linear up to the
point where the cohesive elements in the vicinity of the crack path begin to fail, and subsequently reduced
the overall modulus of the composite. Note that the stiffness reduction of the overall composite modulus,
as compared to experimental data, is exaggerated significantly due to the reduced size of the glass-fiber
bounding plies.
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Figure 2.10: (Left) Von Mises stress distribution in the composite laminate subjected to a 0.43% applied
transverse strain with the deformations scaled by a factor of five, showing the appearance of a transverse
crack spanning the width of the 90◦ ply. (Right) Corresponding transverse stress-strain curve.
Finally, the ability to capture multiple fracture and crack formation events after the initial onset of
failure is presented in Figure 2.11. A large 2081 fiber sample was simulated to a strain of εapplied = 0.6
percent. The material properties for the constituent phases, as well as the cohesive properties, were identical
to those listed in Table 2.2. The resulting stress-strain response, as shown in Figure 2.12, indicates that
there was a reduction in overall composite modulus, as would be expected due to a larger portion of the
applied load passing through the 0◦ plies. Furthermore, the first primary cracking event originated roughly
at the midpoint of the microstrucutural domain and then subsequent secondary cracks formed about halfway
between the midpoint and the extremes. Finally, tertiary cracks formed between the primary and secondary
cracks as expected and reported in the literature [3].
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Figure 2.11: Visualization of multiple crack formation events at three time steps, with the displacements
scaled by a factor of five. The labels correspond to the applied strain at each time step.
Figure 2.12: Stress-strain curve resulting from the simulation shown in Figure 2.11. The red symbols
correspond to the three time steps presented in Figure 2.11.
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2.4 IGFEM Parametric Studies
The IGFEM solver has been shown to be able to simulate microstructures ranging from a few hundred
fibers to over two thousand fibers, the effect of the domain size was studied. A parametric investigation
of the effect of the width of the domain, and thus implicitly the number of total fibers on the failure
response, was performed on a 1207 fiber microstructure. Domains were created by fixing the left edge of
the domain and then dividing the total domain by increasing the right edge by twenty percent increments.
Table 2.3 lists the properties of the resulting section noting the similar fiber volume fractions ranging from
0.511 ≤ Vf ≤ 0.536. Figure 2.13 shows a schematic of the breakdown of individual sections superimposed
on the original microstructure.
Table 2.3: Statistics of the various microstructures used in the domain width parametric study.
Section Total Fibers Vf
1 200 0.518
2 417 0.529
3 655 0.536
4 820 0.531
5 1207 0.511
Figure 2.13: Schematic of the various microstructures in the domain width parametric study. Microstructures
in red indicate the extracted sections and are superimposed on the original microstructures indicated in black.
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Each section was loaded to a 0.4 % transverse strain. The resulting crack formation is shown in Figure
2.14. The results from sections 1 and 2 indicate that a crack formed in the same general area of the
microstructure regardless of the microstructure size but the smaller section did not lead to a characteristic
and well defined crack. Sections 3 and 4 show that another part of the domain led to a crack that formed
earlier on the right side, with a secondary crack forming in section 4 in the same area as for sections 1 and
2. Finally, in section 5, a crack formed in the middle of the microstructure. This led to the indication that
larger microstructures are able to capture more realistic crack formation with fracture initiation originating
near the midpoint of the specimen, similar to the first crack that forms in Figure 2.11.
Figure 2.14: Domain width parametric study: transverse failure patterns at an applied strain of 0.4 %, with
displacements being scaled by a factor of ten to clearly indicate the crack path. The number labels of the
sub-domains corresponds to those indicated in Table 2.3.
2.5 Validation
The IGFEM predictions of the transverse failure of the composite laminate were validated by comparing
the statistical distribution of the predicted linear elastic response and onset of failure with experimental
measurements. A reconstructed microstructure of approximately 6000 fibers was split into 9 and 18 sections
of about 700 and 350 fibers, respectively, as shown in Figure 2.16. An automated tool was created within
MATLAB to aid in the creation individual microstructures from the large ∼6000 fiber sample to allow
for smaller, more computationally tractable simulations. This tool allowed the user to graphically choose
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which portion of the large microstructure to export, as well as to quickly identify the new microstructure by
superimposing it on the prior (Figure 2.15). Additionally, each new microstructure was directly exported into
the proper format required by the IGFEM solver. This allowed for automation of processing large datasets of
tens of microstructures to investigate statistical trends or to validate the model against experimental data.
Finally, each microstructure outputted an associated set of statistics and metrics, such as total number
of fibers, fiber volume fraction, as well as the mean value and standard deviation of the fiber radius and
nearest-neighbor distances. These values are explored and investigated further in Section 4.
Figure 2.15: Output of the microstructure extraction tool created within MATLAB to process large datasets.
The original large microstructure of many thousands of fibers becomes computationally intractable and
thus smaller individual domains are created. The two types of splits were used to ensure that the size of
the domain and the number of fibers do not significantly affect the statistical results. Furthermore, the
domains were overlapped to ensure that effects of failures resulting near the edges of the computational
domain were captured. These results were compared with experimental measurements of the initial stiffness
and of the strain at the first transverse crack obtained from tensile tests performed on the same [0/90/0]T
carbon/glass-epoxy system, with the onset of transverse cracking captured through acoustic emission.
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Figure 2.16: Visualization of the splitting scheme for the first five microstructures of a large optically-
reconstructed microstructure into (a) N=9 and (b) N=18 individual domains.
These virtual specimens were subjected to a tensile loading up to a transverse strain of about 0.5%. The
resulting stress-strain curves are plotted in Figure 2.18 with the characteristic first crack marked for each
computational case. The cohesive traction-separation law used in the validation simulations is the same as
that outlined in Table 2.2, and was used in the previous example of a mesoscale simulation using the IGFEM
computational model. Table 2.4 and Figure 2.17 present a comparison between experimental and numerical
values of the initial transverse stiffness of the composite laminate and of the strain corresponding to the
formation of the first transverse crack. The results show good agreement between measured and predicted
values. The stiffness was scaled as a linear function of the decrease in bounding ply thickness due to the
reduced size of these plies in simulation.
Table 2.4: Validation of computational model based on the initial composite stiffness and the strain at the
onset of transverse cracking. N denotes the number of sections into which the large composite sample was
split for the mesoscale validation.
Average initial stiffness [MPa] Average strain at first crack [%]
Experimental 14.03 ± 0.363 0.34 ± 0.06
IGFEM (N=9) 13.06 ± 0.396 0.345 ± 0.0259
IGFEM (N=18) 12.80 ± 0.266 0.358 ± 0.0219
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Figure 2.17: Validation study: comparison between experimental measurements and IGFEM predictions
of the transverse strain corresponding to the first transverse crack. N=9 and N=18 correspond to the
microstructures shown in Figure 2.16. The error bars denote the standard deviations.
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Figure 2.18: Numerical stress-strain curves associated with (a) 9 and (b) 18 virtual microstructures composed
of approximately 700 and 350 fibers, respectively. The diamond-shaped symbols denote the strains at which
the first transverse crack was predicted for each microstructure.
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Chapter 3
IGFEM Sensitivity Analysis
3.1 Sensitivity Analysis - Formulation
Beyond the simulation of transverse failure in realistic composite layers reconstructed directly from optical
images, a key objective of this work was the analytical extraction of the sensitivity of the transverse failure
response on the parameters defining the cohesive failure of the fiber/matrix interfaces. In particular, we
derive the IGFEM-based material sensitivity of the macroscopic transverse stress (denoted hereafter simply
as σ) with respect to the interface variables (denoted as ηi).
For this problem, the response functional at every load step n can be written as
nσ = LT nFextp
1
2H1 +H2
, (3.1)
where LT is a constant vector of 0’s and 1’s to select the correct degrees of freedom from the external force
vector Fext, the subscript p denotes the prescribed degrees of freedom, and H1 and H2 are the ply thicknesses
introduced in Figure 2.7. The sensitivity of the macroscopic transverse stress at load step n with respect to
the design variable ηi can then be expressed as
dnσ
dηi
= LT
dnFextp
dηi
1
2H1 +H2
. (3.2)
The partitioned system of nonlinear equations,
nFint
(
ηi,
n−1δmax(ηi), nU(ηi, n−1δmax(ηi))
)
=
 nFintf
nFintp
 =
 0
nFextp
 = nFext, (3.3)
where the subscript f denotes the free degrees of freedom, is solved incrementally. Because no external loads
are applied, nFextf vanishes. nδmax denotes the vector of internal state variables computed at each cohesive
integration point:
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nδmax =

√
β2 nδ2s + nδ2n if loading,
n−1δmax if unloading.
(3.4)
Differentiation of (3.3) yields
nKff d
nUf
dηi
= −
(
∂nFintf
∂ηi
+ ∂
nFf int
∂n−1δmax
dn−1δmax
dηi
)
(3.5)
and
dnFextp
dηi
= nKpf d
nUf
dηi
+
∂nFintp
∂ηi
+ ∂
nFpint
∂n−1δmax
dn−1δmax
dηi
. (3.6)
Note that dnUpdηi = 0 since
nUp is a prescribed value applied at each load step. nKff and nKpf are the
partial derivatives of the free and prescribed internal force vectors with respect to the free displacements,
respectively.
To compute dnσdηi in Equation (3.2), the right-hand side of Equation (3.6) must be evaluated which
requires the solution of the linear system given by Equation (3.5) to compute dnUfdηi . The right-hand sides
of Equations (3.5) and (3.6) contain the partial derivative of the internal force with respect to the internal
variables n−1δmax, which is computed only over the cohesive elements. The elemental internal force vector
contribution from a cohesive element has the form
nFint,{cohesive}elem =
ngp∑
gp=1
wgpNTgpntgpdA, (3.7)
where wgp is the Gauss integration weight, Ngp is a matrix arrangement of the discontinuous enrichment
functions used to compute the displacement jump vector, and ntgp is the traction vector defined in Equation
(2.2). Differentiating Equation (3.7) with respect to the internal variables yields
∂Fint,{cohesive}gp
∂n−1δgpmax
= wgpNTgp
∂ntgp
∂n−1δgpmax
dA,
∂ntgp
∂n−1δgpmax
=
 0 if loading,nδ
n−1δgpmax
(
dt∗
dn−1δgpmax
− t∗n−1δgpmax [β2 δ + (1− β2)(δ · n)n]
)
if unloading,
(3.8)
where t∗ is defined in Equation (2.4) and dt∗dn−1δmax is easily computed from Equation (2.3).
The right-hand sides of Equations (3.5) and (3.6) also contain the derivatives of the internal variables
with respect to the parameters from the previous load step. These derivatives are simply stored as addi-
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tional internal variables for each quadrature point and initialized as d
0δmax
dηi
= 0. For subsequent steps, the
components of the vector are updated using
dnδmax
dηi
=

1
2 nδ (2β2 nδs
dnδs
dηi
+ 2 nδn d
nδn
dηi
) if loading,
dn−1δmax
dηi
if unloading,
(3.9)
where
dnδgp
dηi
= Ngp
dnUelem
dηi
. (3.10)
In Equation (3.10), d
nUelem
dηi
can be solved using Equation (3.5). These updated internal variable derivatives
are then used in the sensitivity analysis at the end of the next load step.
The last missing term is the partial derivative of the internal force with respect to specific interface
parameters. The sensitivity derivations presented in the remainder of this section are specific to ηi = σc,
leaving a summary of the derivations of the sensitivity with respect to the critical displacement jumps δci
(i = 1, 2, 3) for the Appendix.
Again, the contributions from the linear elastic bulk elements to the partial derivative vanish as the stress
does not depend explicitly on the cohesive internal strength. The partial derivative of Equation (3.7) with
respect to σc is
∂nFint,{cohesive}elem
∂σc
=
ngp∑
gp=1
wgpNTgp
∂ntgp
∂σc
dA. (3.11)
The explicit partial derivative of Equation (2.2) with respect to σc yields
∂ntgp
∂σc
= ∂
nt
∂σc
1
nδ
[β2 nδ + (1− β2)(nδ · n)n], (3.12)
where ∂t∂σc is readily obtained from Equation (2.3) as
∂t
∂σc
=

2( δδc1 )− ( δδc1 )
2 if 0 ≤ δ < δc1,
1 if δc1 ≤ δ < δc2,
2( δ−δc2δc3−δc2 )
3 − 3( δ−δc2δc3−δc2 )
2 if δc2 ≤ δ < δc3,
0 if δ ≥ δc3.
(3.13)
Additionally, a summary of the sensitivity formulation with respect to the critical displacement jumps
δc1, δc2, and δc3 is included hereafter, starting from Equation (3.12). For linearly elastic volumetric ele-
ments, again there is no explicit dependence of the internal force contribution on δci and no displacement
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discontinuity. Therefore, Equation (3.12) simply becomes
∂ntgp
∂δci
= ∂
nt
∂δci
1
nδ
[β2 nδ + (1− β2)(nδ · n)n]. (3.14)
From Equation (2.3), the partial derivatives of the scalar effective traction are
∂t
∂ηi
=
 −2σc
(
1− δeδc1
)(
δe
δ2c1
)
0 ≤ δe < δc1
0 else
for ηi = δc1 6σc
(
δe−δc2
δc3−δc2 − 1
)(
δe−δc2
δc3−δc2
)(
δe−δc3
(δc3−δc2)2
)
δc2 ≤ δe < δc3
0 else
for ηi = δc2 −6σc
(
δe−δc2
δc3−δc2 − 1
)(
δe−δc2
δc3−δc2
)(
δe−δc2
(δc3−δc2)2
)
δc2 ≤ δe < δc3
0 else.
for ηi = δc3
(3.15)
3.2 Sensitivity Analysis - Verification
To verify the material sensitivity analysis described in Section 3.1, the simple problem shown in Figure 3.1
is solved. The verification problem consisted of a small square domain containing two fibers of different sizes.
The larger and smaller fibers had a diameter of 8 µm and 6 µm, respectively, which corresponded to the
upper and lower sizes of the carbon fibers used in the experiments.
Figure 3.1: Schematic of two-fiber problem used to verify the analytic sensitivity formulation.
The cohesive properties for this simulation are chosen as σc = 50MPa, δc1 = 10 nm, δc2 = 40 nm, δc3 =
80 nm, and β = 1. The domain was subjected to a 2% traverse strain and the results computed by the direct
analytical sensitivity formulation described in the previous section are compared to those obtained with a
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central finite difference scheme.
Figure 3.2: Verification of the material sensitivities for the two-fiber problem shown in Figure 3.1. (a)
Transverse stress-strain response and sensitivity of the transverse stress with respect to σc; (b) Sensitivity
with respect to δc1.
As shown in Figure 3.2, there is a very good agreement between the analytic and finite difference sensi-
tivity results for both the sensitivities with respect to the cohesive strength and to δc1. The first and second
peaks observed in the sensitivity curves are associated with the debonding failure of the larger and smaller
fibers, respectively. As expected, the sensitivity of the transverse stress with respect to σc remains positive
through the entire range of applied strains as the incremental increase of the cohesive strength leads to an
overall increase of σ over the entire traction-separation curve. The sensitivity of the transverse stress with
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respect to δc1 is first negative, as a higher value of the critical displacement jump for a fixed cohesive strength
leads to a more compliant cohesive model, and therefore a decrease in σ. Once the interfaces started to fail,
the δc1 sensitivity of σ switched sign, as a larger value of δc1 led to a delayed failure, and therefore a higher
value of σ for a given applied strain, as shown in the schematic diagram in Figure 3.3.
Figure 3.3: Schematic illustration of the impact on the cohesive traction-separation curve for an incremental
increase in σc (a) and in δc1 (b).
3.3 Sensitivity Analysis - Results
In this section, a 406-fiber microstructure was simulated to extract the sensitivity of the transverse stress
with respect to the cohesive strength and the critical displacement jumps. The simulated microstructure
is presented in Figure 3.4 at applied = 0.5% showing a large transverse crack. The macroscopic transverse
stress curve, along with the evolution of the sensitivity with respect to the cohesive strength, is plotted
against the applied strain in Figure 3.5, and the sensitivities with respect to the critical displacement jumps
are presented in Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.4: Formation of a large transverse crack at 0.5% strain in the 90◦ ply of the [0/90/0]T composite
laminate. The 90◦ ply was composed of 406 fibers. The deformation has been scaled by a factor of five.
Figure 3.5: Evolution of the transverse stress σ and of the σc-sensitivity of σ versus the applied transverse
strain for the 406-fiber problem shown in Figure 3.4.
As apparent in Figure 3.5, the sensitivity of the transverse stress-strain curve with respect to σc remains
positive throughout the transverse failure process. This result can be again explained by the effect of
differential changes in σc on the cohesive law illustrated in Figure 3.3a.
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Figure 3.6: Evolution of the sensitivities of the transverse stress σ with respect to the critical displacement
jumps δci versus the applied transverse strain for the 406-fiber problem.
The sensitivity of the transverse stress with respect to δc1 is initially negative due to the increase in
the cohesive compliance of the interfaces, as illustrated in Figure 3.3b. During the failure events, the δc1-
sensitivity becomes positive due to the delayed failure response. The sensitivities with respect to δc2 and
δc3 initially vanish before becoming positive during the failure events. It should also be noted that the
sensitivity with respect to δc3 is substantially smaller than the sensitivity with respect to δc2.
Due to the complexity of the large 406-fiber microstructure and of the stress field in the 90◦ ply, the failure
of the fiber/matrix interfaces is a complex function of the applied strain, rendering a precise determination
of the onset of transverse cracking difficult. However, the evolution of the sensitivities of the transverse
stress with respect to the cohesive parameters provides a valuable insight on the correlation between applied
strain and the onset of transverse cracking.
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Chapter 4
Link Between Microstructure and
Failure
4.1 Overview
A comprehensive analysis of key microstrucutural and geometrical metrics was performed using the
IGFEM to analyze their effects on the onset of failure in transverse composite laminates. The analysis
was performed on the same large dataset of virtual realistic microstructures from Section 2.5. The following
metrics that are explored in this chapter are commonly used in industry and the literature as key contributors
in identifying the onset of failure for fiber-reinforced composites.
4.2 Effect of Volume-Fraction on Failure Response
In the basic theory of composite materials, a common way to derive the homogenized properties is to
scale the composite property as a weighted sum of the properties of the constituent phases, i.e, the matrix
and the reinforcements, as indicated by the rule of mixtures. The weighting factor is the the volume fraction
for each individual phase, typically denoted by the fiber volume fraction, Vf , for fiber reinforced composites,
with the matrix volume fraction, idealized in the absence of voids, being denoted as Vm = 1− Vf . The rule
of mixtures is commonly used as a first-order estimate of homogenized properties due to its the simplicity.
The general form of the rule of mixtures for a property Pc is:
Pc = VfPf + VmPm, (4.1)
with the terms Pf and Pm denoted as the corresponding properties of the fiber and matrix phases, respec-
tively. The fiber volume fraction is also a leading contributor in other models that calculate homogenized
material properties, such as the set of semi-empirical Halpin-Tsai equations [1]. Equation (4.2) shows the
general form for a composite property Pc, with the term ξ defined as the reinforcing efficiency, which is
derived from experimental results.
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PC =
Pm(1 + ξηVf )
1− ηVf , (4.2)
where
η = Pf − Pm
Pf + ξPm
. (4.3)
Using the large dataset that was created in validating the IGFEM model and cohesive law, various
microstrucutural metrics were extracted, such as the fiber volume fraction. This was chosen as the first
parameter to investigate due to the prominent role that this plays in the calculation of various homogenized
properties. Again, as with the validation study, results for ∼700 fibers and ∼350 fibers per domain were
used to ensure that there were no artifacts of the splitting process,not any edge effects from the boundary.
Figure 4.1 shows the results of this study.
Figure 4.1: Effects of fiber volume fraction on the failure strain. The parameter N refers to the number of
microstructures per dataset.
As seen in Figure 4.1, there was no direct correlation between the fiber volume fraction and the onset of
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failure within the microstructure. These results, though, only show a limited fiber volume fraction range,
i.e. 0.404 ≤ Vf ≤ 0.526, which was due to the individual microstructures coming from a single macro-scale
sample which has a a wide distribution of fibers along its length. Outside of this range, the fiber volume
fraction may have an significant impact on the failure strain, with the lower end of the spectrum not having
enough reinforcement leading to the onset of failure being dictated by the strength of the matrix, and with
the higher end of the spectrum dictating failure strain by the close interaction and geometrical limit of fiber
packing.
4.3 Effect of Fiber Radius on Failure Response
Similarly, a study was performed on the distribution of the fiber radii within the dataset of microstructures
under investigation. Results of this study are shown in Figure 4.2 showing a histogram with 8 bins, and the
corresponding Gaussian fit, for the fiber radius distribution of the two microstructures with the lowest and
highest strain at failure, respectively.
Figure 4.2: Histogram and Gaussian fit for the fiber radius distribution of the two microstructures with the
lowest and highest strain at failure, respectively, in the N=9 dataset.
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The radius histogram shows that there is a Gaussian distribution of the fiber radius with the majority of
fibers having a radius between 3 and 4 microns. The radius of the fibers was chosen to be investigated due
to the circular inclusions in a media, as these cause stress concentrations around the fiber due to transverse
loading, ultimately leading to debonding along the fiber-matrix interface, thus causing the onset of crack
formation. From Figure 4.2, it is seen that there was not a strong correlation within the limited radius
distribution of the individual microstructures created from a single large experiential specimen.
4.4 Effect of Nearest-Neighbor Distance on Failure Response
In addition to fiber volume fraction and radius, local properties of fiber pairs within the microstructure
were investigated and compared to failure response. One such characteristic metric is the Nearest-Neighbor
Distance (NND). This is calculated by finding the nearest fiber for each fiber pair in the microstructure. A
diagram of the NND is shown in Figure 4.3.
Figure 4.3: Schematic of the Nearest-Neighbor Distance between a fiber pair within a given domain. The
nearest neighbor distance for Fiber 1 is the distance between this fiber and Fiber 2.
Again, the histogram was analyzed in Figure 4.4, with 11 bins, for this set of results for the same two
microstructures that results in the lowest and highest failure strain. In this case, instead of a Gaussian
Distribution, a Weibull distribution was fit to the histogram. This distribution is commonly used within
the scope of composites as there is a tendency to alter the distribution to the lower end of the property of
interest. These results show, that in the case of the lowest strain at the onset of failure, there was a tendency
for there to be more fiber pairs with a small NND due to the close-packed nature of the fibers. This trend
switches for the latter portion of the histogram showing that for the highest strain at the onset of failure,
there was a larger separation between fiber pairs. The total number of fibers in the two microstructures is
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747 and 751, respectively for the lowest and highest strain at the onset of failure. This leads to the ability
to compare the histograms without normalization by the total number of fibers.
Figure 4.4: Schematic of the projected nearest-neighbor distance between a fiber pair within a given domain.
The Weibull distribution follows the form which is defined by two main parameters, a which is the shape
parameter and b which is the scale parameter, as seen in Equation (4.4). In general, the shape parameter
dictates the height of the peak in the distribution, and the scale parameter dictates the location of the peak.
f(x) = b
a
(x
a
)b−1exp(−(x
a
)b) (4.4)
It is seen in Figure 4.4 that the location of the peak was similar between the microstructures corresponding
to the lowest and height strain at failure, but the magnitude of the peak was largest for the case of the highest
failure strain within this dataset. The results are further broken down to investigate the strain at failure
as compared to the two Weibull distribution parameters, and these results are presented in Figures 4.5 and
4.6. In the case of the two microstructures investigated in Figure 4.4, it can be seen that, while there was
a way to discern the differences between the Weibull distributions, there does not seem to be a clear trend
across the various microstructures from the two datasets of results.
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Figure 4.5: Strain at onset of failure compared to shape parameter in the Weibull distribution.
Figure 4.6: Strain at onset of failure compared to scale parameter in the Weibull distribution.
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Similarly, the Projected Nearest-Neighbor Distance (PNND) is defined as the NND projected onto the
loading direction. This metric was chosen due to the stress concentration that forms from the interaction
between fiber pairs and thus inducing a larger effect in the direction of loading, such as in the case of
transverse tension. Figure 4.7 shows the modification of the NND as being projected onto the direction of
loading.
Figure 4.7: Schematic of the projected nearest neighbor distance between a fiber pair within a given domain.
In Figure 4.8 it can be seen that when the two microstructures corresponding to the lowest and highest
strain at the onset of failure, as in the investigation of NND in Figure 4.4, there was no discernible trend
from the histogram. Furthermore, the secondary peak in the histogram, which is at a value of approximately
PNND = 1.0 ∗ 10−04 mm, indicates that it was not possible to fit a proper Weibull distribution, and thus
not possible to look at the effects of the shape and scale parameters for the entire dataset, as was done in
Figures 4.5 and 4.6.
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Figure 4.8: Schematic of the projected nearest neighbor distance between a fiber pair within a given domain.
4.5 Remarks on the link between microstructure and failure
As was seen in the preceding sections, there was no clear indication or trend on the various metrics that
were investigated as part of this thesis work. The main takeaway from this work is that the IGFEM method
is extremely powerful for analyzing transverse composite failure for microstructures of many hundreds or
thousands of fibers. In the scope of this thesis, the set of microstructures, that were divided and created, all
came from a single continuous specimen that was reconstructed from a limited portion of an experimental
test sample. This can lead to certain skews in the results for the onset of failure that may be caused by
the processing and cure cycle of the test specimen. Furthermore, there may be effects from using the same
batch of fibers and matrix.
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Chapter 5
Implementation of the IGFEM in
Abaqus CAETM
5.1 Overview
In the last part of this thesis project, a linear IGFEM formulation was implemented in the commercial
Finite Element Analysis (FEA) package Abaqus CAETM through the use of common four-node tetrahedral
elements. This allows for the use of a heavily optimized numerical framework with an integrated geometrical
and meshing suite that is beyond the scope of this work. A preprocessor was created to be able to input a
standard Abaqus input file, as well as a triangulated geometry file in the Standard Tessellation Language
(STL) Computer-Aided Design (CAD) format.
The IGFEM framework was implemented through the User Element Library (UEL) where Abaqus passes
elemental and solution information at each time step into the UEL subroutine, and the code then returns
the stiffness matrix and right-hand side force vector. Subsequently, Abaqus controls the global assembly of
the entire solution domain.
The implementation of the IGFEM in Abaqus was chosen to be based in standard four-noded tetrahedral
elements. These elements provide a common and robust framework to be able to solve 3D problems. Various
interface geometries have been implemented in the literature for both 2D and 3D problems, such as linear
geometric interfaces, as well as Non-Linear Uniform Rational B-Splines (NURBS) [16]. For the scope of this
work, the computational advantage and relatively accurate results of linear interfaces was chosen to be able
to quickly and efficiently solve problems with various geometrical inclusions.
5.2 IGFEM UEL Work flow
The UEL implementation for the IGFEM elements consists of three primary stages: the preprocessing
stage, the analysis stage, and the post-processing stage, as seen in Figure 5.1. The preprocessing stage is
split into two parts. The first of which is the use a custom preprocessor where the user inputs a nominal
structured mesh generated in Abaqus in the standard input file format, i.e a file with the ’.inp’ file format. In
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addition to this, the user inputs a file for the inclusion geometry, which is in the STL file format. This CAD
format allows for the ability to have open-source access to the details of the geometry, thus enabling easy
implementation in the preprocessor. This then analyzes each element that intersects the inclusion geometry
and outputs a modified input file which has information for the normal Abaqus linear tetrahedral elements,
as well as the newly generated intersected elements, along with their respective material properties. The
user then uses this input file to submit the job to the Abaqus preprocessor which submits the job to the
analysis stage.
In the analysis stage Abaqus Standard performs the subroutine calls to the UEL file. These files are
compiled at runtime and debugging information from the subroutines is able to be accessed through the user
terminal or in user-generated log files. This stage uses Abaqus as the back-end system of the solver, and this
handles the assembly of the global stiffness matrix and solves the problem. These results are then stored
in a regular Abaqus Output Database file (i.e a ’.odb’ file). This file only stores the solution fields for the
regular Abaqus elements and not the user elements. Additional post-processing is required to transform the
nodal values for the user element nodes and enrichments to create a modified output database file, which
can then be used to visualize the solution fields for all of the child elements. This visualization is performed
through the built-in Abaqus CAE visualization suite. Sample code for the primary UEL subroutines are
provided in the appendices.
Figure 5.1: Data flow for the IGFEM implementation within Abaqus. The blue ovals indicate the files
containing specific data while the yellow rectangles indicate the corresponding subroutines.
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Within the user element subroutine, information for the element coordinates, user-defined properties,
and intersection configuration is passed as arguments. A breakdown of this work flow is shown in Figure 5.2.
The element subroutine then assembles the elemental stiffness matrix and right-hand-side load vector, which
it then passes back to Abaqus for global assembly. The U7-type elements perform the numerical quadrature
on each child element individually in the space of the child element with 6 integration points for the first
prism-type child element and 4 integration points on the second tetrahedral-type element. Similarly, the
U8-type elements perform the numerical quadrature on each child element individually in the space of the
child element with 6 integration points for both of the prism-type child elements.
Figure 5.2: Data flow within the User Element Library subroutine.
5.3 Element Decomposition Scheme
The standard four-node tetrahedral elements are decomposed into two primary children elements. These
children elements have either 3- or 4-nodes on the interface plane, and will be designated as U7- and U8-type
elements, per the naming convention of subroutines written in the Abaqus UEL framework. This naming
convention indicates the total number of nodes for the IGFEM UEL element.
The U7-type element is composed of 4 standard tetrahedral nodes and 3 enrichment nodes on the interface
plane, as shown in Figure 5.3. This leads to a elemental decomposition where the first child element is a 6-
node linear prism element and the second child element is a 4-node linear tetrahedral element. The schematic
of this breakdown and the numbering convention is shown in Figures 5.4 and 5.5.
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Figure 5.3: Elemental numbering for the parent U7-type IGFEM element.
Figure 5.4: Elemental numbering for the first child element in the U7-type IGFEM element.
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Figure 5.5: Elemental numbering for the second child element in the U7-type IGFEM element.
Similarly, the U8-type element is composed of 4 standard tetrahedral nodes and 4 enrichment nodes on
the interface plane, as shown in Figure 5.6. This leads to a elemental decomposition where both the first
and second child elements are composed of 6-node linear prism elements. The schematic of this breakdown
and the numbering convention is shown in Figures 5.7 and 5.8.
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Figure 5.6: Elemental numbering for the parent U8-type IGFEM element.
Figure 5.7: Elemental numbering for the first child element in the U8-type IGFEM element.
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Figure 5.8: Elemental numbering for the second child element in the U8-type IGFEM element.
5.4 IGFEM User Element Verification
To verify the implementation of the IGFEM user elements, a series of sample problems was performed
and compared to analytical and conforming mesh solutions. Each of the verification problems were simulated
on a unit cube domain with a edge length of unity. A variety of inclusion types and material distributions
were implemented across each of the test problems.
The first verification problem was the canonical one-dimensional uniaxial tension problem, with an pre-
scribed displacement on the nodes of the +X face, as shown in the schematic diagram in Figure 5.9(a).
The inclusion here is a plane in the YZ-plane and the domain is decomposed in to the minimum number of
tetrahedral elements as shown in Figure 5.9(b). This results in 4 U7- and 1 U8-type elements, each of which
have both child elements set to equivalent material properties.
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Figure 5.9: (a) Boundary conditions for the first verification problem and (b) the minimum element decom-
position method.
The results are presented the plots in Figure 5.10(a) and (b). A sampling path was created between the
points defined by the coordinates (0,0,0) and (1,1,1), and the plots are normalized by the x-coordinate along
this path. As expected, there was a linear displacement along the length of the domain and across the the
enrichment boundary. Furthermore, the strain field was homogeneous and matched the analytical solution.
Finally, the values for the enrichment nodes all resolved to zero, as the solution is purely from the regular
FEM interpolated portion of the solution due to the absence of any material discontinuity.
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Figure 5.10: (a) Ux displacement along the diagonal path through the domain and (b) the εxx strain for the
homogeneous material verification problem.
The second verification problem is a modified version of the first. The domain and inclusion remain
the same, but the materials for the child elements that lie on the left side of the domain (i.e x ≤ 0.5)
have an elastic modulus of E1 = 2.0, while the elements in the right side of the domain have modulus of
E2 = 1.0. The results for this heterogeneous material case are shown in Figure 5.11(a) and (b). Again, as
expected, a weak discontinuity in the displacement field was seen along the x-direction due to the difference
in elastic moduli across the enrichment boundary. Furthermore, a strong discontinuity in the strain field
was observed, and the values were homogeneous on either side of the enrichment boundary. These values
matched the analytical solution to the one-dimensional problem.
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Figure 5.11: (a) Ux displacement along the diagonal path through the domain and (b) the εxx strain for the
heterogeneous material verification problem.
Next the inclusion in the domain was changed from a plane aligned with the YZ-plane to be angled as
presented in the schematic diagram in Figure 5.12(a). This again consisted of heterogeneous materials and
the solution was compared against a conforming mesh created in Abaqus FEA. The mesh was composed of
linear 8-node brick elements, as shown in Figure 5.12(b).
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Figure 5.12: Schematic of (a) for the angled-plane verification problem with prescribed boundary conditions
and (b) conforming mesh created in Abaqus with orange and blue designating the two materials used
throughout the domain.
Additionally, a more complex problem was created with a sphere as the inclusion. Here the sphere had
a diameter which was equal to a quarter of the edge length of the domain. The diagram for this problem
along with material properties are shown in Figure 5.13 and the results are presented in Figure 5.14.
Figure 5.13: Schematic of the spherical inclusion. The sphere has a diameter of diameter of 0.25. The label
indicate the material properties for each phase.
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Figure 5.14: Ux displacement along the diagonal path through the domain for the regular FEM and IGFEM
solutions.
Finally, results for a series of complex geometries are provided to show the strength of the IGFEM method
in simulating intricate geometries. The first geometry, as shown in Figure 5.15(a), shows a micro-CT scan
of a solid rocket propellant sample. Solid rocket propellant geometry design is an active area of research as
the aerospace industry, and strives to increase the efficiency of propulsion systems. A limiting factor in this
design is the ability to analyze the mechanical stresses and strains of the propellants for realistic geometries,
and this is where the IGFEM can vastly improve analysis efficiency. The second sample, as indicated in
Figure 5.15(b), shows a non-convex geometry created in CAD. This problem would take much longer to
mesh and simulate, due to the need of a conforming mesh and small elements, using typical FEM. The εxx
strain contours for these geometries are presented in Figure 5.16.
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Figure 5.15: Diagram showing (a) a micro-CT scan of solid rocket propellant particles and (b) a non-convex
geometry created in CAD.
Figure 5.16: εxx strain contour for the (a) solid rocket propellant particles and (b) the non-convex geometry,
corresponding to the diagrams in Figure 5.15.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
6.1 Summary
A comprehensive analysis of the Interface-Enriched General Finite Element Method (IGFEM) was per-
formed to show the ability of modeling transverse composite failure of a carbon-epoxy system, where the
dominant failure mode is debonding along the fiber-matrix interface. This method was shown to be able to
efficiently model systems of hundreds and thousands of fibers to the onset of failure, as well as subsequent
crack formation in samples of representative sizes. Additionally, parametric studies were performed to verify
the effect of reducing the size bounding plies, to decrease computation time and to mitigate failure artifacts
that may be due to microstructures of small aspect ratios. Finally, the effectiveness of a modified form of
the trilinear cohesive law was shown in simulating transverse failure in carbon-epoxy composites.
Two large datasets consisting of microstructures containing hundreds of fibers, were created and simulated
to validate the model against experimental results. These showed good agreement in both initial composite
stiffness, and against strain measurements at the onset of transverse cracking performed on a [0/90/0]T
carbon/glass-epoxy laminate. Furthermore, these datasets were used to study the effects of microstrucutural
metrics on the onset of initial cracking.
Finally, the IGFEM framework was implemented in the commercial finite element analysis package
Abaqus CAETM through the use of common four-node tetrahedral elements. This FEA package allowed
for robust and efficient meshing suite, as well as providing an effective numerical solver back-end. Standard
Abaqus linear elements composed the majority of the domain, but elements intersected by an inclusion were
created by a custom preprocessor and were simulated using subroutine created in the Abaqus User Element
Library API. An array of verification problems were simulated to show the accuracy of the implementation
and are compared against analytical and conforming mesh solutions using regular FEM.
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6.2 Future Work
Shown in Section 2.3, one of the disadvantages of the current IGFEM implementation was the bridging of
elements that represent the matrix in the composite. The addition of damage models, such as the progressive
damage model, could reduce the stiffness of these elements to a negligible amount, and thus could lead to
more realistic crack formation. Furthermore, this could increase the stability of crack formation using the
IGFEM, as elements would not be stretched to unrealistic aspect ratios that typically cause numerical
instabilities in standard finite element method.
Additionally, recent advances in micro-DIC allow for the extraction of strain fields for model composite
systems, such as single or double fibers in bulk matrix. These methods could allow for more rigorous
calibration of the cohesive model, compared to microbond testing, as the dominant interface failure modes
are more similar to the mesoscale simulations conducted within the scope of this work. Each of the four
primary parameters of the modified trilinear cohesive law could be calibrated by analyzing the displacement
and strain fields from the micro-DIC analyses, and the mode-mixing parameter β could be calibrated by the
length of the interface that fails at various load steps.
The comparison between micro-DIC results and simulating of the single fiber model composite systems,
shows that there is a drawback with regards to assigning interface properties. These micro-DIC studies
show that in experimental specimens, only the certain sides of the interface fail under transverse loading,
while in simulations, both side of the fiber interface fail simultaneously. This is due to each interface having
equivalent cohesive parameters assigned, whereas real fiber interfaces have a distribution of parameters, with
a mean value similar to those that are modeled in this thesis project. Future work will explore assigning a
Gaussian distribution of interface strengths, as well as characteristic separation values, for each fiber in the
domain. This can then lead to multiple solutions for a single microstructure that can indicate the sensitivity
of these parameters on the crack location and failure strain.
Additionally, one of the key contributors to failure in composites is the presence of residual stresses within
the microstructure. These stresses are due to the heterogeneous coefficients of thermal expansion from the
constituent phases of the composite. During the curing cycle, both phases expand due to the increase in
ambient temperature required to activate the matrix or due to the exothermic release of energy during
resin cure. Once the cure is completed, the phases are mechanically linked but contract due to the lower
temperature. This causes compressive stresses within the microstructures, and can lead to premature loading
and failure along the interface. Methods have been implemented within the IGFEM solver to first artificially
increase the temperature of the microstructure, then apply boundary conditions, and subsequently decrease
the temperature, thus allowing the finite element model to contract through the linear elastic range. This
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resulting model is then used as the starting point for the non-linear fracture problem. Future work will include
a comprehensive study to verify that the method of artificially adding residual stresses is representative of
experimental results, as well as to find the correct temperature delta which, in the scope of residual stresses,
is assumed to be cooled from the glass transition temperature of the matrix to ambient temperature.
Finally, the implementation of the full cohesive-based IGFEM formulation in Abaqus will be pursued in
the future. The addition of a cohesive model will allow for modeling of interface fracture problems within
the Abaqus CAE environment, and will enable simulation of more complex geometries. Abaqus CAE also
currently supports damage models for its internal elemental library and thus has the potential to be used to
mitigate the issues described above.
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Appendix
Appendix A - IGFEM UEL Implementation - IGFEM.for
C Defining shared data containers
MODULE sharedData
INTEGER ,ALLOCATABLE ,DIMENSION (:,:) :: elmData
INTEGER :: tetCount
INTEGER :: prismCount
INTEGER :: currentLOP
INTEGER :: outputFUnit
SAVE
END MODULE
C User subroutine definitions
C Reading NIGFEM mesh from the input database
SUBROUTINE UEXTERNALDB(LOP ,LRESTART ,TIME ,DTIME ,KSTEP ,KINC)
C This subroutine prepares data structures for the IGFEM element calc -
C ulations. This will run several times during analysis as following
C LOP = 0 : indicates that the subroutine is being called at the start
C of the analysis.
C 1 : indicates that the subroutine is being called at the start
C of the current analysis increment. The subroutine can be
C called multiple times at the beginning of an analysis increment
C if the increment fails to converge and a smaller time increment
C is required.
C 2 : indicates that the subroutine is being called at the end of the
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C current analysis increment. When LOP=2, all information that
C you need to restart the analysis should be written to external
C files.
C 3 : indicates that the subroutine is being called at the end of the
C analysis.
C 4 : indicates that the subroutine is being called at the beginning
C of a restart analysis. When LOP=4, all necessary external files
C should be opened and properly positioned and all information
C required for the restart should be read from the external files.
C
USE sharedData
INCLUDE ’ABA_PARAM.INC’
DIMENSION TIME (2)
LOGICAL OK
integer :: funit
integer :: status
integer , dimension (1,2) :: headEnts
integer :: nRow ,nCol , u7els , u8els , u4els , tetEls , prismEls
character *256 jobName
character *256 dbFN
character *256 outputFN
integer lenJobName
integer nn ,mm , ii , jj
c
c user coding to set up the FORTRAN environment , open files , close files ,
c calculate user -defined model -independent history information ,
c write history information to external files ,
c recover history information during restart analyses , etc.
c do not include calls to utility routine XIT
! initial outputs
currentLOP = LOP
WRITE (*,*) "LOP=",LOP
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! getting job name
CALL GETJOBNAME(jobName , lenJobName)
dbFN = ’/scratch/abaqusUel/augmented.inp.db’
outputFN = ’/scratch/abaqusUel/dataOutput.txt’
write (*,*) "DBfile=", dbFN
INQUIRE(file=dbFN ,EXIST=OK)
IF (OK) THEN
write (*,*) "File␣exists!"
END IF
! begining of the analysis
if ( LOP .EQ. 0 ) then
! openning the file
funit = 1
open (unit=1,file=dbFN ,ACTION=’READ’,IOSTAT=status ,ERR =9999)
write (*,*) "IOSTAT=",status
!reading file header
call matHeadRead(funit ,2,headEnts)
nRow = int(headEnts (1,1))
nCol = int(headEnts (1,2))
u4els = 0
u7els = 4
u8els = 1
tetEls = u4els + u7els
prismEls = (2* u8els) + u7els
write (*,*) "nRow=",nRow ,"nCol=",nCol
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tetCount = 0
prismCount =0
!allocating memory
allocate(elmData(nRow ,nCol),STAT=status)
if (status /=0) then
write (*,*) "Error␣in␣allocating␣memory␣for␣data␣container"
end if
U8Count = 0
! reading contents of the database file
call matBodyRead(funit ,nRow ,nCol ,elmData)
! closing the file
close (funit)
outputFUnit = 12
INQUIRE(file=outputFN ,EXIST=OK)
if (OK) then
open(outputFUnit , file=outputFN , status="replace",
position="append", action="write")
else
open(outputFUnit , file=outputFN , status="new", action="write")
end if
! end of analysis
else if ( LOP .EQ. 4 ) then
!deallocating memory
deallocate(elmData ,STAT=status)
if (status /=0) then
write (*,*) "Error␣deallocating␣memory␣for␣data␣container"
end if
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else if ( LOP .EQ. 3 ) then
close(outputFUnit)
endif
RETURN
9999 write (*,*) "Error␣in␣accessing␣IGFEM␣database␣file."
END
SUBROUTINE UEL(RHS ,AMATRX ,SVARS ,ENERGY ,NDOFEL ,NRHS ,NSVARS ,
1 PROPS ,NPROPS ,COORDS ,MCRD ,NNODE ,U,DU,V,A,JTYPE ,TIME ,
2 DTIME ,KSTEP ,KINC ,JELEM ,PARAMS ,NDLOAD ,JDLTYP ,ADLMAG ,
3 PREDEF ,NPREDF ,LFLAGS ,MLVARX ,DDLMAG ,MDLOAD ,PNEWDT ,
4 JPROPS ,NJPROP ,PERIOD)
USE sharedData
INCLUDE ’ABA_PARAM.INC’
real *8:: RHS(MLVARX ,1), AMATRX(NDOFEL ,NDOFEL),PROPS(*),
1 SVARS (*), ENERGY (8), COORDS(MCRD ,NNODE),U(NDOFEL),
2 DU(MLVARX ,*),V(NDOFEL),A(NDOFEL),TIME(2), PARAMS (*),
3 JDLTYP(MDLOAD ,*), ADLMAG(MDLOAD ,*), DDLMAG(MDLOAD ,*),
4 PREDEF(2,NPREDF ,NNODE),LFLAGS (*), JPROPS (*)
IF (JTYPE .EQ. 7) THEN
call U7(RHS ,AMATRX ,SVARS ,ENERGY ,NDOFEL ,NRHS ,NSVARS ,
1 PROPS ,NPROPS ,COORDS ,MCRD ,NNODE ,U,DU,V,A,JTYPE ,TIME ,
2 DTIME ,KSTEP ,KINC ,JELEM ,PARAMS ,NDLOAD ,JDLTYP ,ADLMAG ,
3 PREDEF ,NPREDF ,LFLAGS ,MLVARX ,DDLMAG ,MDLOAD ,PNEWDT ,
4 JPROPS ,NJPROP ,PERIOD)
ELSE IF (JTYPE .EQ. 8) THEN
call U8(RHS ,AMATRX ,SVARS ,ENERGY ,NDOFEL ,NRHS ,NSVARS ,
1 PROPS ,NPROPS ,COORDS ,MCRD ,NNODE ,U,DU,V,A,JTYPE ,TIME ,
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2 DTIME ,KSTEP ,KINC ,JELEM ,PARAMS ,NDLOAD ,JDLTYP ,ADLMAG ,
3 PREDEF ,NPREDF ,LFLAGS ,MLVARX ,DDLMAG ,MDLOAD ,PNEWDT ,
4 JPROPS ,NJPROP ,PERIOD)
ELSE IF (JTYPE .EQ. 4) THEN
call U4(RHS ,AMATRX ,SVARS ,ENERGY ,NDOFEL ,NRHS ,NSVARS ,
1 PROPS ,NPROPS ,COORDS ,MCRD ,NNODE ,U,DU,V,A,JTYPE ,TIME ,
2 DTIME ,KSTEP ,KINC ,JELEM ,PARAMS ,NDLOAD ,JDLTYP ,ADLMAG ,
3 PREDEF ,NPREDF ,LFLAGS ,MLVARX ,DDLMAG ,MDLOAD ,PNEWDT ,
4 JPROPS ,NJPROP ,PERIOD)
END IF
RETURN
END
include "U7.for"
include "U8.for"
include "U4.for"
include "shapeFun.for"
include "constitutive.for"
include "detMat.for"
include "invMat.for"
include "invMapTet.for"
include "mat2Vec2D.for"
include "getStrain.for"
include "./ matHeadRead.for"
include "./ matBodyRead.for"
Appendix B - IGFEM UEL Implementation - U7.for
c UEL Implementation - 7 Node IGFEM Element
SUBROUTINE U7(RHS ,AMATRX ,SVARS ,ENERGY ,NDOFEL ,NRHS ,NSVARS ,
1 PROPS ,NPROPS ,COORDS ,MCRD ,NNODE ,U,DU,V,A,JTYPE ,TIME ,
2 DTIME ,KSTEP ,KINC ,JELEM ,PARAMS ,NDLOAD ,JDLTYP ,ADLMAG ,
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3 PREDEF ,NPREDF ,LFLAGS ,MLVARX ,DDLMAG ,MDLOAD ,PNEWDT ,
4 JPROPS ,NJPROP ,PERIOD)
USE sharedData
real *8:: RHS(MLVARX ,1), AMATRX(NDOFEL ,NDOFEL),PROPS(*),
1 SVARS (*), ENERGY (8), COORDS(MCRD ,NNODE),U(NDOFEL),
2 DU(MLVARX ,*),V(NDOFEL),A(NDOFEL),TIME(2), PARAMS (*),
3 JDLTYP(MDLOAD ,*), ADLMAG(MDLOAD ,*), DDLMAG(MDLOAD ,*),
4 PREDEF(2,NPREDF ,NNODE),LFLAGS (*), JPROPS (*)
c Variable declarations for element calculations
integer lenJobName , ii , jj , kk
character *256 jobName
real*8 detJac ,BFVec ,RVec ,NVec
dimension BFVec (3,1),RVec(3),NVec (4)
real*8 CMat ,GmaMat ,SrnMat ,DNMat ,JacMat ,JacInvMat ,
1 NElmMat ,DNElmMat ,BMat ,chJacMat ,chJacInvMat ,detChJac
dimension CMat(6,6), GmaMat (9,9), SrnMat (6,9),DNMat (4,3),
1 JacMat (3,3), JacInvMat (3,3), NElmMat (3,21), DNElmMat (9,21),
2 BMat(6,21), chJacMat (3,3), chJacInvMat (3,3)
INTEGER , PARAMETER :: dp = SELECTED_REAL_KIND (15)
real*8 twentyFourth ,bVar ,aVar
real*8 vol
real*8 sixth
real*8 gpForWedge
integer iRow , elType
real*8 childPt
dimension childPt (3)
real*8 wedgeEMod , wedgeNu , wedgeNVec , wedgeDNMat
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dimension wedgeNVec (6), wedgeDNMat (6,3)
real*8 tetEMod , tetNu , tetNVec , tetDNMat
dimension tetNVec (4), tetDNMat (4,3)
real*8 wedgeGPDB , tetGPDB
dimension wedgeGPDB (6,4), tetGPDB (4,4)
integer intersectedEdgeIdx , intersectedEdges ,intersectionCases
dimension intersectedEdges (3), intersectionCases (4,3)
integer shpFncIdxWedge , shpFncIdxTet
dimension shpFncIdxWedge (4,3), shpFncIdxTet (4,3)
integer childNodeIdxWedge , childNodeIdxTet
dimension childNodeIdxWedge (4,6), childNodeIdxTet (4,4)
real*8 DNMatTemp , temp
dimension DNMatTemp (4,3), temp (3,3)
real*8 bstrainMat , strainMat , dispVec
dimension bstrainMat (6,12), strainMat (6,1), dispVec (12 ,1)
real*8 child1Disp , child2Disp , dispVecInterp
dimension child1Disp (3,6), child2Disp (3,4), dispVecInterp(NDOFEL ,1)
real*8 tetNVecInterp , dispInterp
dimension tetNVecInterp (1,4), dispInterp (1,1)
integer childElNode , enrichedNode
real*8 ch1Coords , ch2Coords
dimension ch1Coords (3,6), ch2Coords (3,4)
real*8 dispOutput , ch1Temp , ch2Temp
dimension dispOutput (1,37), ch1Temp (1,18), ch2Temp (1 ,12)
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real*8 prismDispVec , tetDispVec
dimension prismDispVec (18,1), tetDispVec (12 ,1)
real*8 checkPt , interpDispx
dimension checkPt (3)
checkPt = (/0.5_dp ,0.0_dp ,0.0 _dp/)
c Initialize element stiffness and rhs load vector , and other matricies
RHS =0.d0
AMATRX =0.d0
GmaMat =0.d0
BFVec = 0.d0
SrnMat =0.d0
SrnMat (1,1) = 1.d0
SrnMat (2,5) = 1.d0
SrnMat (3,9) = 1.d0
SrnMat (4,2) = 1.d0
SrnMat (4,4) = 1.d0
SrnMat (5,6) = 1.d0
SrnMat (5,8) = 1.d0
SrnMat (6,3) = 1.d0
SrnMat (6,7) = 1.d0
c Define quadrature points and weights for PRISM6 element
gpForWedge = 0.577350269189626 _dp
sixth = 1.d0/6.d0
wedgeGPDB (1,:) = (/sixth ,sixth ,-gpForWedge ,sixth /)
wedgeGPDB (2,:) = (/4* sixth ,sixth ,-gpForWedge ,sixth /)
wedgeGPDB (3,:) = (/sixth ,4*sixth ,-gpForWedge ,sixth /)
wedgeGPDB (4,:) = (/sixth ,sixth ,gpForWedge ,sixth /)
wedgeGPDB (5,:) = (/4* sixth ,sixth ,gpForWedge ,sixth /)
wedgeGPDB (6,:) = (/sixth ,4*sixth ,gpForWedge ,sixth /)
c Define quadrature points and weights for TET4 element
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twentyFourth = 1.d0/24.d0
bVar = 0.58541019662496845446 _dp
aVar = (1.d0 -bVar )/3.d0
tetGPDB (1,:) = (/aVar , aVar , aVar , twentyFourth /)
tetGPDB (2,:) = (/aVar , aVar , bVar , twentyFourth /)
tetGPDB (3,:) = (/aVar , bVar , aVar , twentyFourth /)
tetGPDB (4,:) = (/bVar , aVar , aVar , twentyFourth /)
c Define element intersection configurations
c Case 1 - 0-3-2
shpFncIdxWedge (1,:) = (/1 ,3,2/)
shpFncIdxTet (1,:) = (/2 ,4,3/)
childNodeIdxWedge (1,:) = (/5,7,6,2,3,4/)
childNodeIdxTet (1,:) = (/1,5,7,6/)
c Case 2 - 1-4-0
shpFncIdxWedge (2,:) = (/5 ,6,4/)
shpFncIdxTet (2,:) = (/3 ,4,1/)
childNodeIdxWedge (2,:) = (/1,3,4,7,5,6/)
childNodeIdxTet (2,:) = (/7,2,5,6/)
c Case 3 - 2-5-1
shpFncIdxWedge (3,:) = (/1 ,3,2/)
shpFncIdxTet (3,:) = (/2 ,3,1/)
childNodeIdxWedge (3,:) = (/5,7,6,1,2,4/)
childNodeIdxTet (3,:) = (/7,5,6,3/)
c Case 4 - 3-4-5
shpFncIdxWedge (4,:) = (/4 ,5,6/)
shpFncIdxTet (4,:) = (/1 ,2,3/)
childNodeIdxWedge (4,:) = (/1,2,3,5,6,7/)
childNodeIdxTet (4,:) = (/5,6,7,4/)
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c Parse and process intersection case from ’.inp.db’ file
intersectedEdgeIdx = minloc(abs(elmData (:,1) - JELEM ),1)
IF (elmData(intersectedEdgeIdx ,2) .NE. 3) THEN
WRITE (*,*) "IGFEM␣ERROR:␣Identifier␣mismatch"
END IF
intersectedEdges (:) = elmData(intersectedEdgeIdx ,3:5)
intersectionCases (1,:) = (/0 ,3,2/)
intersectionCases (2,:) = (/1 ,4,0/)
intersectionCases (3,:) = (/2 ,5,1/)
intersectionCases (4,:) = (/3 ,4,5/)
IF (intersectedEdges (1).EQ.0) THEN
intersectedEdgeCase = 1
ELSE IF (intersectedEdges (1).EQ.1) THEN
intersectedEdgeCase = 2
ELSE IF (intersectedEdges (1).EQ.2) THEN
intersectedEdgeCase = 3
ELSE IF (intersectedEdges (1).EQ.3) THEN
intersectedEdgeCase = 4
ELSE
write (*,*) "IGFEM␣ERROR:␣Intersection␣Case␣not␣found."
END IF
c Begin processing child element 1 - type: prism6 primitive
c Define material properties from user defined PROPS vector
wedgeEMod = PROPS (1)
wedgeNu = PROPS (2)
c Call consitutive law
CMat = 0.d0
call constitutive(wedgeEMod ,wedgeNu ,0,6,6,CMat)
c Begin quadrature loop for child element 1
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do iRow=1,6
NElmMat = 0.d0
DNElmMat = 0.d0
NVec = 0.d0
DNMat = 0.d0
c Calculate shape functions and derivatives for current guass points
RVec = 0.d0
RVec (1) = wedgeGPDB(iRow ,1)
RVec (2) = wedgeGPDB(iRow ,2)
RVec (3) = wedgeGPDB(iRow ,3)
wedgeNVec= 0.d0
wedgeDNMat= 0.d0
call shapeFun (6,3,2,RVec ,wedgeNVec ,wedgeDNMat)
c Assemble shape functions and derivatives in the space of the child
NElmMat (1 ,5*3 -2)= wedgeNVec(shpFncIdxWedge(intersectedEdgeCase ,1))
NElmMat (2 ,5*3 -1)= wedgeNVec(shpFncIdxWedge(intersectedEdgeCase ,1))
NElmMat (3 ,5*3 -0)= wedgeNVec(shpFncIdxWedge(intersectedEdgeCase ,1))
NElmMat (1 ,6*3 -2)= wedgeNVec(shpFncIdxWedge(intersectedEdgeCase ,2))
NElmMat (2 ,6*3 -1)= wedgeNVec(shpFncIdxWedge(intersectedEdgeCase ,2))
NElmMat (3 ,6*3 -0)= wedgeNVec(shpFncIdxWedge(intersectedEdgeCase ,2))
NElmMat (1 ,7*3 -2)= wedgeNVec(shpFncIdxWedge(intersectedEdgeCase ,3))
NElmMat (2 ,7*3 -1)= wedgeNVec(shpFncIdxWedge(intersectedEdgeCase ,3))
NElmMat (3 ,7*3 -0)= wedgeNVec(shpFncIdxWedge(intersectedEdgeCase ,3))
DNElmMat (1 ,5*3 -2)= wedgeDNMat(shpFncIdxWedge(intersectedEdgeCase ,1) ,1)
DNElmMat (2 ,5*3 -2)= wedgeDNMat(shpFncIdxWedge(intersectedEdgeCase ,1) ,2)
DNElmMat (3 ,5*3 -2)= wedgeDNMat(shpFncIdxWedge(intersectedEdgeCase ,1) ,3)
DNElmMat (4 ,5*3 -1)= wedgeDNMat(shpFncIdxWedge(intersectedEdgeCase ,1) ,1)
DNElmMat (5 ,5*3 -1)= wedgeDNMat(shpFncIdxWedge(intersectedEdgeCase ,1) ,2)
DNElmMat (6 ,5*3 -1)= wedgeDNMat(shpFncIdxWedge(intersectedEdgeCase ,1) ,3)
DNElmMat (7 ,5*3 -0)= wedgeDNMat(shpFncIdxWedge(intersectedEdgeCase ,1) ,1)
DNElmMat (8 ,5*3 -0)= wedgeDNMat(shpFncIdxWedge(intersectedEdgeCase ,1) ,2)
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DNElmMat (9 ,5*3 -0)= wedgeDNMat(shpFncIdxWedge(intersectedEdgeCase ,1) ,3)
DNElmMat (1 ,6*3 -2)= wedgeDNMat(shpFncIdxWedge(intersectedEdgeCase ,2) ,1)
DNElmMat (2 ,6*3 -2)= wedgeDNMat(shpFncIdxWedge(intersectedEdgeCase ,2) ,2)
DNElmMat (3 ,6*3 -2)= wedgeDNMat(shpFncIdxWedge(intersectedEdgeCase ,2) ,3)
DNElmMat (4 ,6*3 -1)= wedgeDNMat(shpFncIdxWedge(intersectedEdgeCase ,2) ,1)
DNElmMat (5 ,6*3 -1)= wedgeDNMat(shpFncIdxWedge(intersectedEdgeCase ,2) ,2)
DNElmMat (6 ,6*3 -1)= wedgeDNMat(shpFncIdxWedge(intersectedEdgeCase ,2) ,3)
DNElmMat (7 ,6*3 -0)= wedgeDNMat(shpFncIdxWedge(intersectedEdgeCase ,2) ,1)
DNElmMat (8 ,6*3 -0)= wedgeDNMat(shpFncIdxWedge(intersectedEdgeCase ,2) ,2)
DNElmMat (9 ,6*3 -0)= wedgeDNMat(shpFncIdxWedge(intersectedEdgeCase ,2) ,3)
DNElmMat (1 ,7*3 -2)= wedgeDNMat(shpFncIdxWedge(intersectedEdgeCase ,3) ,1)
DNElmMat (2 ,7*3 -2)= wedgeDNMat(shpFncIdxWedge(intersectedEdgeCase ,3) ,2)
DNElmMat (3 ,7*3 -2)= wedgeDNMat(shpFncIdxWedge(intersectedEdgeCase ,3) ,3)
DNElmMat (4 ,7*3 -1)= wedgeDNMat(shpFncIdxWedge(intersectedEdgeCase ,3) ,1)
DNElmMat (5 ,7*3 -1)= wedgeDNMat(shpFncIdxWedge(intersectedEdgeCase ,3) ,2)
DNElmMat (6 ,7*3 -1)= wedgeDNMat(shpFncIdxWedge(intersectedEdgeCase ,3) ,3)
DNElmMat (7 ,7*3 -0)= wedgeDNMat(shpFncIdxWedge(intersectedEdgeCase ,3) ,1)
DNElmMat (8 ,7*3 -0)= wedgeDNMat(shpFncIdxWedge(intersectedEdgeCase ,3) ,2)
DNElmMat (9 ,7*3 -0)= wedgeDNMat(shpFncIdxWedge(intersectedEdgeCase ,3) ,3)
c Initialize transformation variables
chJacMat = 0.d0
chJacInvMat= 0.d0
detChJac= 0.d0
DNMat= 0.d0
NVec= 0.d0
JacMat= 0.d0
DNMatTemp= 0.d0
temp = 0.d0
JacInvMat= 0.d0
c Calculate tranformation values from parent to child space
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chJacMat = transpose(matmul(COORDS(:,
childNodeIdxWedge(intersectedEdgeCase ,:))
,wedgeDNMat ))
call invMat(chJacMat ,chJacInvMat)
call detMat(chJacMat ,detChJac)
c Perform error checking on child jacobian
if (detChJac.LE.0.d0) then
write (*,*) "Error:␣Neg␣Jac␣U7 -1-"
write (*,*) "Intersected␣Edge␣Case:␣", intersectedEdgeCase
stop (-2)
end if
c Perform transformation of shape functions and derivatives
childPt = 0.d0
childPt = matmul(COORDS(:, childNodeIdxWedge(intersectedEdgeCase ,:))
,wedgeNVec)
RVec = 0.d0
call invMapTet(COORDS (:,1:4), childPt ,RVec)
call shapeFun (4,3,1,RVec ,NVec ,DNMat)
JacMat=transpose(matmul(COORDS (:,1:4), DNMat))
call invMat(JacMat ,JacInvMat)
DNMatTemp=matmul(DNMat ,matmul(transpose(JacInvMat),transpose(chJacMat )))
DNMat = DNMatTemp
NElmMat (1 ,0+[1 ,4 ,7 ,10])= NVec (1:4)
NElmMat (2 ,1+[1 ,4 ,7 ,10])= NVec (1:4)
NElmMat (3 ,2+[1 ,4 ,7 ,10])= NVec (1:4)
DNElmMat (1 ,0+[1 ,4 ,7 ,10])= DNMat (:,1)
DNElmMat (2 ,0+[1 ,4 ,7 ,10])= DNMat (:,2)
DNElmMat (3 ,0+[1 ,4 ,7 ,10])= DNMat (:,3)
DNElmMat (4 ,1+[1 ,4 ,7 ,10])= DNMat (:,1)
DNElmMat (5 ,1+[1 ,4 ,7 ,10])= DNMat (:,2)
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DNElmMat (6 ,1+[1 ,4 ,7 ,10])= DNMat (:,3)
DNElmMat (7 ,2+[1 ,4 ,7 ,10])= DNMat (:,1)
DNElmMat (8 ,2+[1 ,4 ,7 ,10])= DNMat (:,2)
DNElmMat (9 ,2+[1 ,4 ,7 ,10])= DNMat (:,3)
c Calculate element stiffness matrix and RHS vector contribution
for child element 1
GmaMat = 0.d0
GmaMat (1:3 ,1:3)= chJacInvMat
GmaMat (4:6 ,4:6)= chJacInvMat
GmaMat (7:9 ,7:9)= chJacInvMat
BMat= 0.d0
BMat=matmul(matmul(SrnMat ,GmaMat),DNElmMat)
AMATRX=AMATRX + (matmul(matmul(transpose(BMat),CMat),BMat)
1 *detChJac*wedgeGPDB(iRow ,4))
RHS=RHS + (matmul(transpose(NElmMat),BFVec)
1 *detChJac*wedgeGPDB(iRow ,4))
vol = vol + detChJac*wedgeGPDB(iRow ,4)
end do
c Begin processing child element 2 - type: tet4 primitive
c Define material properties from user defined PROPS vector
tetEMod = PROPS (3)
tetNu = PROPS (4)
c Call consitutive law
CMat = 0.d0
call constitutive(tetEMod ,tetNu ,0,6,6,CMat)
c Begin quadrature loop for child element 2
do iRow=1,4
NElmMat = 0.d0
DNElmMat = 0.d0
NVec = 0.d0
DNMat = 0.d0
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c Calculate shape functions and derivatives for current guass points
RVec= 0.d0
RVec (1) = tetGPDB(iRow ,1)
RVec (2) = tetGPDB(iRow ,2)
RVec (3) = tetGPDB(iRow ,3)
tetNVec= 0.d0
tetDNMat= 0.d0
call shapeFun (4,3,1,RVec ,tetNVec ,tetDNMat)
c Assemble shape functions and derivatives in the space of the child
NElmMat (1 ,5*3 -2)= tetNVec(shpFncIdxTet(intersectedEdgeCase ,1))
NElmMat (2 ,5*3 -1)= tetNVec(shpFncIdxTet(intersectedEdgeCase ,1))
NElmMat (3 ,5*3 -0)= tetNVec(shpFncIdxTet(intersectedEdgeCase ,1))
NElmMat (1 ,6*3 -2)= tetNVec(shpFncIdxTet(intersectedEdgeCase ,2))
NElmMat (2 ,6*3 -1)= tetNVec(shpFncIdxTet(intersectedEdgeCase ,2))
NElmMat (3 ,6*3 -0)= tetNVec(shpFncIdxTet(intersectedEdgeCase ,2))
NElmMat (1 ,7*3 -2)= tetNVec(shpFncIdxTet(intersectedEdgeCase ,3))
NElmMat (2 ,7*3 -1)= tetNVec(shpFncIdxTet(intersectedEdgeCase ,3))
NElmMat (3 ,7*3 -0)= tetNVec(shpFncIdxTet(intersectedEdgeCase ,3))
DNElmMat (1 ,5*3 -2)= tetDNMat(shpFncIdxTet(intersectedEdgeCase ,1) ,1)
DNElmMat (2 ,5*3 -2)= tetDNMat(shpFncIdxTet(intersectedEdgeCase ,1) ,2)
DNElmMat (3 ,5*3 -2)= tetDNMat(shpFncIdxTet(intersectedEdgeCase ,1) ,3)
DNElmMat (4 ,5*3 -1)= tetDNMat(shpFncIdxTet(intersectedEdgeCase ,1) ,1)
DNElmMat (5 ,5*3 -1)= tetDNMat(shpFncIdxTet(intersectedEdgeCase ,1) ,2)
DNElmMat (6 ,5*3 -1)= tetDNMat(shpFncIdxTet(intersectedEdgeCase ,1) ,3)
DNElmMat (7 ,5*3 -0)= tetDNMat(shpFncIdxTet(intersectedEdgeCase ,1) ,1)
DNElmMat (8 ,5*3 -0)= tetDNMat(shpFncIdxTet(intersectedEdgeCase ,1) ,2)
DNElmMat (9 ,5*3 -0)= tetDNMat(shpFncIdxTet(intersectedEdgeCase ,1) ,3)
DNElmMat (1 ,6*3 -2)= tetDNMat(shpFncIdxTet(intersectedEdgeCase ,2) ,1)
DNElmMat (2 ,6*3 -2)= tetDNMat(shpFncIdxTet(intersectedEdgeCase ,2) ,2)
DNElmMat (3 ,6*3 -2)= tetDNMat(shpFncIdxTet(intersectedEdgeCase ,2) ,3)
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DNElmMat (4 ,6*3 -1)= tetDNMat(shpFncIdxTet(intersectedEdgeCase ,2) ,1)
DNElmMat (5 ,6*3 -1)= tetDNMat(shpFncIdxTet(intersectedEdgeCase ,2) ,2)
DNElmMat (6 ,6*3 -1)= tetDNMat(shpFncIdxTet(intersectedEdgeCase ,2) ,3)
DNElmMat (7 ,6*3 -0)= tetDNMat(shpFncIdxTet(intersectedEdgeCase ,2) ,1)
DNElmMat (8 ,6*3 -0)= tetDNMat(shpFncIdxTet(intersectedEdgeCase ,2) ,2)
DNElmMat (9 ,6*3 -0)= tetDNMat(shpFncIdxTet(intersectedEdgeCase ,2) ,3)
DNElmMat (1 ,7*3 -2)= tetDNMat(shpFncIdxTet(intersectedEdgeCase ,3) ,1)
DNElmMat (2 ,7*3 -2)= tetDNMat(shpFncIdxTet(intersectedEdgeCase ,3) ,2)
DNElmMat (3 ,7*3 -2)= tetDNMat(shpFncIdxTet(intersectedEdgeCase ,3) ,3)
DNElmMat (4 ,7*3 -1)= tetDNMat(shpFncIdxTet(intersectedEdgeCase ,3) ,1)
DNElmMat (5 ,7*3 -1)= tetDNMat(shpFncIdxTet(intersectedEdgeCase ,3) ,2)
DNElmMat (6 ,7*3 -1)= tetDNMat(shpFncIdxTet(intersectedEdgeCase ,3) ,3)
DNElmMat (7 ,7*3 -0)= tetDNMat(shpFncIdxTet(intersectedEdgeCase ,3) ,1)
DNElmMat (8 ,7*3 -0)= tetDNMat(shpFncIdxTet(intersectedEdgeCase ,3) ,2)
DNElmMat (9 ,7*3 -0)= tetDNMat(shpFncIdxTet(intersectedEdgeCase ,3) ,3)
c Initialize transformation variables
chJacMat = 0.d0
chJacInvMat= 0.d0
detChJac= 0.d0
DNMat= 0.d0
NVec= 0.d0
JacMat= 0.d0
DNMatTemp= 0.d0
temp = 0.d0
JacInvMat= 0.d0
c Calculate tranformation values from parent to child space
chJacMat = transpose(matmul(COORDS(:,
childNodeIdxTet(intersectedEdgeCase ,:)), tetDNMat ))
call invMat(chJacMat ,chJacInvMat)
call detMat(chJacMat ,detChJac)
c Perform error checking on child jacobian
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if (detChJac.LE.0.d0) then
write (*,*) "Error:uelNigfem2D:␣Neg␣Jac␣U7 -2"
write (*,*) "Intersected␣Edge␣Case:␣", intersectedEdgeCase
stop (-2)
end if
c Perform transformation of shape functions and derivatives
childPt= 0.d0
childPt = matmul(COORDS(:, childNodeIdxTet(intersectedEdgeCase ,:)), tetNVec)
RVec = 0.d0
call invMapTet(COORDS (:,1:4), childPt ,RVec)
call shapeFun (4,3,1,RVec ,NVec ,DNMat)
JacMat=transpose(matmul(COORDS (:,1:4), DNMat))
call invMat(JacMat ,JacInvMat)
DNMatTemp=matmul(DNMat ,matmul(transpose(JacInvMat),transpose(chJacMat )))
DNMat = DNMatTemp
NElmMat (1 ,0+[1 ,4 ,7 ,10])= NVec (1:4)
NElmMat (2 ,1+[1 ,4 ,7 ,10])= NVec (1:4)
NElmMat (3 ,2+[1 ,4 ,7 ,10])= NVec (1:4)
DNElmMat (1 ,0+[1 ,4 ,7 ,10])= DNMat (:,1)
DNElmMat (2 ,0+[1 ,4 ,7 ,10])= DNMat (:,2)
DNElmMat (3 ,0+[1 ,4 ,7 ,10])= DNMat (:,3)
DNElmMat (4 ,1+[1 ,4 ,7 ,10])= DNMat (:,1)
DNElmMat (5 ,1+[1 ,4 ,7 ,10])= DNMat (:,2)
DNElmMat (6 ,1+[1 ,4 ,7 ,10])= DNMat (:,3)
DNElmMat (7 ,2+[1 ,4 ,7 ,10])= DNMat (:,1)
DNElmMat (8 ,2+[1 ,4 ,7 ,10])= DNMat (:,2)
DNElmMat (9 ,2+[1 ,4 ,7 ,10])= DNMat (:,3)
c Calculate element stiffness matrix and RHS vector contribution for child
GmaMat= 0.d0
GmaMat (1:3 ,1:3)= chJacInvMat
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GmaMat (4:6 ,4:6)= chJacInvMat
GmaMat (7:9 ,7:9)= chJacInvMat
BMat=matmul(matmul(SrnMat ,GmaMat),DNElmMat)
AMATRX=AMATRX + (matmul(matmul(transpose(BMat),CMat),BMat)
1 *detChJac*tetGPDB(iRow ,4))
RHS=RHS + (matmul(transpose(NElmMat),BFVec)
1 *detChJac*tetGPDB(iRow ,4))
end do
IF (intersectedEdgeCase.EQ.1) THEN
dispVecInterp = 0.d0
dispVecInterp (:,1) = U(:)
c Child 1 - node 1
childElNode = 1
enrichedNode = 5
RVec = 0.d0
childPt = 0.d0
childPt = COORDS(:, enrichedNode )
call invMapTet(COORDS (:,1:4), childPt ,RVec)
call shapeFun (4,3,1,RVec ,tetNVec ,tetDNMat)
tetNVecInterp (1,:) = tetNVec (:)
dispInterp = matmul(tetNVecInterp ,dispVecInterp (0+[1 ,4 ,7 ,10] ,:))
child1Disp(childElNode ,1)= dispInterp (1 ,1)+ dispVecInterp(enrichedNode *3-2,1)
dispInterp = matmul(tetNVecInterp ,dispVecInterp (1+[1 ,4 ,7 ,10] ,:))
child1Disp(childElNode ,2)= dispInterp (1 ,1)+ dispVecInterp(enrichedNode *3-1,1)
dispInterp = matmul(tetNVecInterp ,dispVecInterp (2+[1 ,4 ,7 ,10] ,:))
child1Disp(childElNode ,3)= dispInterp (1 ,1)+ dispVecInterp(enrichedNode *3-0,1)
c Child 1 - node 2
childElNode = 2
enrichedNode = 7
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RVec = 0.d0
childPt = 0.d0
childPt = COORDS(:, enrichedNode )
call invMapTet(COORDS (:,1:4), childPt ,RVec)
call shapeFun (4,3,1,RVec ,tetNVec ,tetDNMat)
tetNVecInterp (1,:) = tetNVec (:)
dispInterp = matmul(tetNVecInterp ,dispVecInterp (0+[1 ,4 ,7 ,10] ,:))
child1Disp(childElNode ,1)= dispInterp (1 ,1)+ dispVecInterp(enrichedNode *3-2,1)
dispInterp = matmul(tetNVecInterp ,dispVecInterp (1+[1 ,4 ,7 ,10] ,:))
child1Disp(childElNode ,2)= dispInterp (1 ,1)+ dispVecInterp(enrichedNode *3-1,1)
dispInterp = matmul(tetNVecInterp ,dispVecInterp (2+[1 ,4 ,7 ,10] ,:))
child1Disp(childElNode ,3)= dispInterp (1 ,1)+ dispVecInterp(enrichedNode *3-0,1)
c Child 1 - node 3
childElNode = 3
enrichedNode = 6
RVec = 0.d0
childPt = 0.d0
childPt = COORDS(:, enrichedNode )
call invMapTet(COORDS (:,1:4), childPt ,RVec)
call shapeFun (4,3,1,RVec ,tetNVec ,tetDNMat)
tetNVecInterp (1,:) = tetNVec (:)
dispInterp = matmul(tetNVecInterp ,dispVecInterp (0+[1 ,4 ,7 ,10] ,:))
child1Disp(childElNode ,1)= dispInterp (1 ,1)+ dispVecInterp(enrichedNode *3-2,1)
dispInterp = matmul(tetNVecInterp ,dispVecInterp (1+[1 ,4 ,7 ,10] ,:))
child1Disp(childElNode ,2)= dispInterp (1 ,1)+ dispVecInterp(enrichedNode *3-1,1)
dispInterp = matmul(tetNVecInterp ,dispVecInterp (2+[1 ,4 ,7 ,10] ,:))
child1Disp(childElNode ,3)= dispInterp (1 ,1)+ dispVecInterp(enrichedNode *3-0,1)
c Child 1 - node 4
childElNode = 4
enrichedNode = 2
child1Disp(childElNode ,1) = dispVecInterp(enrichedNode *3-2,1)
child1Disp(childElNode ,2) = dispVecInterp(enrichedNode *3-1,1)
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child1Disp(childElNode ,3) = dispVecInterp(enrichedNode *3-0,1)
c Child 1 - node 5
childElNode = 5
enrichedNode = 3
child1Disp(childElNode ,1) = dispVecInterp(enrichedNode *3-2,1)
child1Disp(childElNode ,2) = dispVecInterp(enrichedNode *3-1,1)
child1Disp(childElNode ,3) = dispVecInterp(enrichedNode *3-0,1)
c Child 1 - node 6
childElNode = 6
enrichedNode = 4
child1Disp(childElNode ,1) = dispVecInterp(enrichedNode *3-2,1)
child1Disp(childElNode ,2) = dispVecInterp(enrichedNode *3-1,1)
child1Disp(childElNode ,3) = dispVecInterp(enrichedNode *3-0,1)
c Child 2 - node 1
childElNode = 1
enrichedNode = 1
child2Disp(childElNode ,1) = dispVecInterp(enrichedNode *3-2,1)
child2Disp(childElNode ,2) = dispVecInterp(enrichedNode *3-1,1)
child2Disp(childElNode ,3) = dispVecInterp(enrichedNode *3-0,1)
c Child 2 - node 2
childElNode = 2
enrichedNode = 5
RVec = 0.d0
childPt = 0.d0
childPt = COORDS(:, enrichedNode )
call invMapTet(COORDS (:,1:4), childPt ,RVec)
call shapeFun (4,3,1,RVec ,tetNVec ,tetDNMat)
tetNVecInterp (1,:) = tetNVec (:)
dispInterp = matmul(tetNVecInterp ,dispVecInterp (0+[1 ,4 ,7 ,10] ,:))
child1Disp(childElNode ,1)= dispInterp (1 ,1)+ dispVecInterp(enrichedNode *3-2,1)
dispInterp = matmul(tetNVecInterp ,dispVecInterp (1+[1 ,4 ,7 ,10] ,:))
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child1Disp(childElNode ,2)= dispInterp (1 ,1)+ dispVecInterp(enrichedNode *3-1,1)
dispInterp = matmul(tetNVecInterp ,dispVecInterp (2+[1 ,4 ,7 ,10] ,:))
child1Disp(childElNode ,3)= dispInterp (1 ,1)+ dispVecInterp(enrichedNode *3-0,1)
c Child 2 - node 3
childElNode = 3
enrichedNode = 7
RVec = 0.d0
childPt = 0.d0
childPt = COORDS(:, enrichedNode )
call invMapTet(COORDS (:,1:4), childPt ,RVec)
call shapeFun (4,3,1,RVec ,tetNVec ,tetDNMat)
tetNVecInterp (1,:) = tetNVec (:)
dispInterp = matmul(tetNVecInterp ,dispVecInterp (0+[1 ,4 ,7 ,10] ,:))
child1Disp(childElNode ,1)= dispInterp (1 ,1)+ dispVecInterp(enrichedNode *3-2,1)
dispInterp = matmul(tetNVecInterp ,dispVecInterp (1+[1 ,4 ,7 ,10] ,:))
child1Disp(childElNode ,2)= dispInterp (1 ,1)+ dispVecInterp(enrichedNode *3-1,1)
dispInterp = matmul(tetNVecInterp ,dispVecInterp (2+[1 ,4 ,7 ,10] ,:))
child1Disp(childElNode ,3)= dispInterp (1 ,1)+ dispVecInterp(enrichedNode *3-0,1)
c Child 2 - node 4
childElNode = 4
enrichedNode = 6
RVec = 0.d0
childPt = 0.d0
childPt = COORDS(:, enrichedNode )
call invMapTet(COORDS (:,1:4), childPt ,RVec)
call shapeFun (4,3,1,RVec ,tetNVec ,tetDNMat)
tetNVecInterp (1,:) = tetNVec (:)
dispInterp = matmul(tetNVecInterp ,dispVecInterp (0+[1 ,4 ,7 ,10] ,:))
child1Disp(childElNode ,1)= dispInterp (1 ,1)+ dispVecInterp(enrichedNode *3-2,1)
dispInterp = matmul(tetNVecInterp ,dispVecInterp (1+[1 ,4 ,7 ,10] ,:))
child1Disp(childElNode ,2)= dispInterp (1 ,1)+ dispVecInterp(enrichedNode *3-1,1)
dispInterp = matmul(tetNVecInterp ,dispVecInterp (2+[1 ,4 ,7 ,10] ,:))
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child1Disp(childElNode ,3)= dispInterp (1 ,1)+ dispVecInterp(enrichedNode *3-0,1)
! The methods for evaluating the interpolating nodal values for
! intersections case 2, 3, and 4 are omitted but are identical
! to the code above for intersection case 1.
write (*,*) "IGFEM␣ERROR:␣Intersection␣Case␣not␣found."
END IF
ch1Coords=COORDS(:, childNodeIdxWedge(intersectedEdgeCase ,:))
ch2Coords=COORDS(:, childNodeIdxTet(intersectedEdgeCase ,:))
write (*,*) currentLOP
write (*,*) SUM(U(:))
IF(currentLOP .EQ. 1) THEN
IF(abs(SUM(U(:))). GT. 0.0) THEN
write (*,*) "Writing␣data"
c Child Element 1
prismCount = prismCount +1
elType = 2
c Write element type
write(outputFUnit , ’(i2.1)’,advance=’no’) elType
write(outputFUnit , ’(a1)’,advance=’no’) ","
c Write element index
write(outputFUnit , ’(i6.1)’,advance=’no’) prismCount+tetCount
write(outputFUnit , ’(a1)’,advance=’no’) ","
c Write coordinates
do ii=1,6
do jj=1,3
write(outputFUnit , ’(e14.7)’,advance=’no’) ch1Coords(jj,ii)
write(outputFUnit , ’(a1)’,advance=’no’) ","
end do
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end do
c Write displacements
prismDispVec =0.d0
kk = 1
do ii=1,6
do jj=1,3
write(outputFUnit , ’(e14.7)’,advance=’no’) child1Disp(ii,jj)
write(outputFUnit , ’(a1)’,advance=’no’) ","
prismDispVec(kk ,1) = child1Disp(ii ,jj)
kk = kk+1
end do
end do
c Write E1
write(outputFUnit , ’(e14.7)’,advance=’no’) PROPS (1)
write(outputFUnit , ’(a1)’,advance=’no’) ","
c Write nu1
write(outputFUnit , ’(e14.7)’,advance=’no’) PROPS (2)
write(outputFUnit , ’(a1)’,advance=’no’) ","
c Write strains
RVec (1) = 0.3333333333333333 _dp
RVec (2) = 0.3333333333333333 _dp
RVec (3) = 0.d0
wedgeDNMat =0.d0
call shapeFun (6,3,2,RVec ,wedgeNVec ,wedgeDNMat)
JacMat =0.d0
JacMat=transpose(matmul(COORDS(:, childNodeIdxWedge(intersectedEdgeCase ,:))
,wedgeDNMat ))
JacInvMat =0.d0
call invMat(JacMat ,JacInvMat)
strainMat = 0.d0
call getStrain (6,2,JacInvMat ,prismDispVec ,strainMat)
do ii=1,6
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write(outputFUnit , ’(e14.7)’,advance=’no’) strainMat(ii ,1)
write(outputFUnit , ’(a1)’,advance=’no’) ","
end do
c Write stresses
call constitutive(PROPS(1), PROPS(2),0,6,6,CMat)
strainMat = matmul(CMat ,strainMat)
do ii=1,6
write(outputFUnit , ’(e14.7)’,advance=’no’) strainMat(ii ,1)
write(outputFUnit , ’(a1)’,advance=’no’) ","
end do
write(outputFUnit , *)
!The following is omitted for child 2 but is identical
!to the way that the results of child 1 are written
!to a file.
ENDIF
ENDIF
RETURN
END
Appendix C - IGFEM UEL Implementation - U4.for
c UEL Implementation - 4 Node linear tet4 element
SUBROUTINE U4(RHS ,AMATRX ,SVARS ,ENERGY ,NDOFEL ,NRHS ,NSVARS ,
1 PROPS ,NPROPS ,COORDS ,MCRD ,NNODE ,U,DU,V,A,JTYPE ,TIME ,
2 DTIME ,KSTEP ,KINC ,JELEM ,PARAMS ,NDLOAD ,JDLTYP ,ADLMAG ,
3 PREDEF ,NPREDF ,LFLAGS ,MLVARX ,DDLMAG ,MDLOAD ,PNEWDT ,
4 JPROPS ,NJPROP ,PERIOD)
USE sharedData
INCLUDE ’ABA_PARAM.INC’
PARAMETER (ZERO = 0.D0, HALF = 0.5D0, ONE = 1.D0)
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PARAMETER (PI = 3.141592653589793 D0)
DIMENSION RHS(MCRD*NNODE ,1), AMATRX(MCRD*NNODE ,MCRD*NNODE),
1 SVARS(NSVARS),ENERGY (*),PROPS (*), COORDS(MCRD ,NNODE),
2 U(NDOFEL),DU(MLVARX ,*),V(NDOFEL),A(NDOFEL),TIME(2),
3 PARAMS (3), JDLTYP (1,1), ADLMAG(MDLOAD ,*),
4 DDLMAG(MDLOAD ,*), PREDEF(2,NPREDF ,NNODE),LFLAGS (*),
5 JPROPS (*)
c Variable declarations for element calculations
INTEGER , PARAMETER :: dp = SELECTED_REAL_KIND (15)
real*8 twentyFourth ,bVar ,aVar
real*8 vol
real*8 sixth
integer lenJobName , iRow , elType , ii , jj , kk
character *256 jobName
real*8 eMod ,nu ,detJac
real*8 BFVec , RVec , NVec
dimension BFVec (3,1),RVec(3),NVec (4)
real*8 CMat ,GmaMat ,SrnMat ,DNMat ,JacMat ,JacInvMat
real*8 NElmMat ,DNElmMat ,BMat , stress , disp
dimension CMat(6,6), GmaMat (9,9), SrnMat (6,9),DNMat (4,3),
1 JacMat (3,3), JacInvMat (3,3), NElmMat (3,12), DNElmMat (9,12),
2 BMat(6,12), stress (6,1), disp (12 ,1)
real*8 tetGPDB
dimension tetGPDB (4,4)
real*8 tetEMod , tetNu , tetNVec , tetDNMat
dimension tetNVec (4), tetDNMat (4,3)
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real*8 tetTemp
dimension tetTemp (1 ,12)
real*8 bstrainMat , strainMat , dispVec
dimension bstrainMat (6,12), strainMat (6,1), dispVec (12 ,1)
real*8 tetDispVec
dimension tetDispVec (12,1)
real*8 checkPt , interpDispx
dimension checkPt (3)
checkPt = (/0.5_dp ,0.0_dp ,0.0 _dp/)
c Initial messages for debuging purposes
c To output to *.msg file write into unit 7
c write (*,*) "*************** Initial␣Stage ************************"
call GETJOBNAME( jobName , lenJobName)
c write (*,*) "JELEM=",JELEM
c write (*,*) "NNODE=",NNODE
c write (*,*) "NDOFEL=", NDOFEL
c write (*,*) "NRHS=", NRHS
c write (*,*) "NPROPS=", NPROPS
c write (*,*) "PROPS=", PROPS (1: NPROPS)
c write (*,*) "Current␣Time=␣", TIME (1)
c write (*,*) "U=␣", U(NDOFEL)
c write (*,*) "ENERGY=", ENERGY (1:8)
c write (*,*) "NSVARS=", NSVARS
c write (*,*) "LFLAGS=", LFLAGS (1:5)
c write (*,*) "MCRD=",MCRD
c write (*,*) "COORDS=",COORDS
c write (*,*) "***************** End␣of␣Check ***********************"
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c Initialize element stiffness and rhs load vector , and other matricies
RHS =0.d0
AMATRX =0.d0
eMod = PROPS (1)
nu = PROPS (2)
BFVec (1,1) = 0.d0
BFVec (2,1) = 0.d0
BFVec (3,1) = 0.d0
GmaMat = 0.d0
SrnMat = 0.d0
SrnMat (1,1) = 1.d0
SrnMat (2,5) = 1.d0
SrnMat (3,9) = 1.d0
SrnMat (4,2) = 1.d0
SrnMat (4,4) = 1.d0
SrnMat (5,6) = 1.d0
SrnMat (5,8) = 1.d0
SrnMat (6,3) = 1.d0
SrnMat (6,7) = 1.d0
CMat = 0.d0
c Define quadrature points and weights for TET4 element
twentyFourth = 1.d0/24.d0
bVar = 0.58541019662496845446 _dp
aVar = (1.d0 -bVar )/3.d0
tetGPDB (1,:) = (/aVar , aVar , aVar , twentyFourth /)
tetGPDB (2,:) = (/aVar , aVar , bVar , twentyFourth /)
tetGPDB (3,:) = (/aVar , bVar , aVar , twentyFourth /)
tetGPDB (4,:) = (/bVar , aVar , aVar , twentyFourth /)
c Call consitutive law
call constitutive(eMod ,nu ,0,6,6,CMat)
c Begin quadrature loop for TET4 element
do iRow=1,4
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c Calculate shape functions and derivatives for current guass points
RVec (1) = tetGPDB(iRow ,1)
RVec (2) = tetGPDB(iRow ,2)
RVec (3) = tetGPDB(iRow ,3)
call shapeFun (4,3,1,RVec ,NVec ,DNMat)
c Calculate tranformation values from parametric space
JacMat = transpose(matmul(COORDS ,DNMat))
call invMat(JacMat ,JacInvMat)
call detMat(JacMat ,detJac)
c Perform error checking on element jacobian
if (detJac.LE.0.d0) then
write (*,*) "Error:␣Neg␣Jac"
end if
NElmMat = 0.d0
NElmMat (1 ,0+[1 ,4 ,7 ,10]) = NVec (1:4)
NElmMat (2 ,1+[1 ,4 ,7 ,10]) = NVec (1:4)
NElmMat (3 ,2+[1 ,4 ,7 ,10]) = NVec (1:4)
DNElmMat = 0.d0
DNElmMat (1 ,0+[1 ,4 ,7 ,10]) = DNMat (:,1)
DNElmMat (2 ,0+[1 ,4 ,7 ,10]) = DNMat (:,2)
DNElmMat (3 ,0+[1 ,4 ,7 ,10]) = DNMat (:,3)
DNElmMat (4 ,1+[1 ,4 ,7 ,10]) = DNMat (:,1)
DNElmMat (5 ,1+[1 ,4 ,7 ,10]) = DNMat (:,2)
DNElmMat (6 ,1+[1 ,4 ,7 ,10]) = DNMat (:,3)
DNElmMat (7 ,2+[1 ,4 ,7 ,10]) = DNMat (:,1)
DNElmMat (8 ,2+[1 ,4 ,7 ,10]) = DNMat (:,2)
DNElmMat (9 ,2+[1 ,4 ,7 ,10]) = DNMat (:,3)
c Calculate element stiffness matrix and RHS vector contribution
GmaMat (1:3 ,1:3) = JacInvMat
GmaMat (4:6 ,4:6) = JacInvMat
88
GmaMat (7:9 ,7:9) = JacInvMat
BMat = matmul(matmul(SrnMat ,GmaMat),DNElmMat)
AMATRX = AMATRX + matmul(matmul(transpose(BMat),CMat),BMat)
1 * detJac*tetGPDB(iRow ,4)
RHS = RHS + matmul(transpose(NElmMat),BFVec)
1 * detJac*tetGPDB(iRow ,4)
end do
IF(currentLOP .EQ. 1) THEN
IF(SUM(U(:)).GT. 0.0) THEN
c Child Element 1
tetCount = tetCount +1
elType = 1
c Write element type
write(outputFUnit , ’(i2.1)’,advance=’no’) elType
write(outputFUnit , ’(a1)’,advance=’no’) ","
!The rest of the code is ommited but it similar to the
!method of writing results as provided in the U7 Subroutine
ENDIF
ENDIF
RETURN
END
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